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Burkhart Mueller-Hillehremd ————

Generalmajor (retired)

VieYfs on Liaison Activities with the Italian Sixth .ilrmy

Before any ohjective opinion could he expressed on the author’s statements
concerning the campaign in Sicily, it would he necessary first to study in
detail all available sources of information. The work to hand is based on the
contemporary War Diary of the "German Liaison Officer to the Italian Sixth jlmy"
and, when compared to the other contributions written down from memory on
the operations in Sicily is therefore deserving of quite exceptional importance.
Moreover, the author’s person provides a guarantee that his appraisals of
events and people have been subject to careful consideration. This work is a
particularly valuable source for historical research into the German side
of the Italian campaign.

At the same time the author raaJkes generalised assessments beyond the sphere
of his actual experience and to some extent these cannot remain undisputed.

The underestimation of the difficulties involved in defensive operations
against landings (part 7) may be attributed less to the German comnand’s
thinking "exclusively in terms of land-based operations" than to the progressive
spreading of Hitler’s way of thinking and the era of National Socialism which,
as the author himself mentions on page 27 was inclined to see things as it
wished them to be rather than as they really were.

The disintegration and dissipation of the German concept of command took
effect particularly rapidly in OKW(Supreme Command, Armed Forces) theatres of
operations, which were more exposed to Hitler’s direct influence than the OKH

(Supreme Command, ̂ Irmy) theatre (Russia). At the same time the Irmy as a whole
was certainly not affected to the extent assumed by the author, whose experience
does not include the Eastern theatre of operations (OKH theatre). The
disintegration of the concept of command came about on the one hand with a

progressive suppression of individual freedom of thought and on the other with
the increasing practice of replacing proven leaders with officers to v/hom
readiness to conform and rigid military character were of greater importance
than actual ability,
findings made during Axis operations in Italy and with the subsequent conclusions
concerning Germany's present situation and the importance of the Mediterranean

area (farts 8 & 9). However, I cannot agree with the generalised view on
page 36 that to all intents and purposes the era of rapid military decisions
has necessarily vanished and that the establishment of long unbroken front
lines is inevitable. The fact that this situation arose again during the last
war even in Russia must be assessed as plainly indicative of the decline in

the art of exercising military command. It must be admitted that this decline

is indeed cliaracteristic of the present time, in which the outpaced human
mind has not yet regained control over the rapidly developing field of
technology.

I am in agreement with the statements regarding the

B. Mueller-Hillebrand
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Koenigstein (Taunns)

24 November I93I

Franz Haider

Generaloberst (retired)

Views on "Liaison Activities with the Italian Sixth ibriDy

The contribution to the history of the campaign in Sicily contained in the
first six parts of the study is particularly valuable owing to the fact that the
references to the course of events as regards both time and place - in so far
as they were seen from the Gennan point of view - are based on the official
War Diary entries made during the operations. Moreover, the description of the
way in which those in authority in this area (German C-in-C South, C-in-C
Italian Sixth Army etc.) influenced the course of events is drawn from the
author’s personal observations. However, in assessing the influence which was
exerted on the commanders in this area by their superior authorities (German
OKW and Italian Comando Supremo) the author enters a sphere in which - apart
from a brief acqmintance with OKW prior to taking up his appointment in
Sicily - he cannot call upon actual experience and is therefore obliged to fall
back on his own personal assumptions.

The author himself stresses in his preamble that the main substance of what
he has to say is to be found in the above-mentioned first six parts and to these
indeed he would have done v/ell to have confined himself. The parts which follow
descend to the level of generalised observations which the author is clearly
not equipped to make. He is not aware that his sober assessment of the limited

possibilities of a rigid coastal defence, which he regarded an a new revelation,
had been put to Hitler in precise and clearly-defined terms by the Army General
Staff as early as in 1942 on the occasion of the initial conferences concerning
the Atlantic Wall plan. He also does not know that the dangers of a rigid
coastal defence has also been strongly emp^sised by Field Marshal
von Rundstedt long before the events in Sicily. The author’s claim regarding
the Army Gcxnmand’s inability to assess these matters oboeotively is therefore
an exaggeration and a generalisation which is invalid from the historical

standpoint.

This also applies to his observations regarding the inadequate consideration
given to political and psychological factors in the making of strategic
decisions. The* decisions which the great majority of military commanders were
called upon to make were never strategic; at the most they were only of a local
tactical nature in which with just title the factors of the ground battle
played the leading role. Here also therefore the author's criticism is

misguided if it is directed against the Army leadership in general and it would
only be pertinent if it were made against Hitler himself and the advisers whose
minds he dominated.

The author’s remarks concerning futiore warfare without battle (p. 36 ) are
so vague that it is not possible to express an objective opinion on them and
with his final observation regarding the importance of the Middle East and the
Mediterranean area in the event of a war with the Soviet Union he is carrying
coals to Newcastle,

Franz Haider
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The Battle for Sici^

Preamble

This narrative is based on the author's activities as Geiroan Liaison

Officer to Amy H.Q, Staff, Italian Sixth Amy from 26 June until 8 August 1943»
In the capacity of "Wehmacht ccanraander” of German forces in Sicily, the author
was at the same time indirectly responsible to OKW for the conduct of

operations between 26 June and 17 July 1943, when the 14th Panzerkoips took
command of Geman forces,

initial phase follov/ing the landing, that is to say on the decisive week of
10-17 July 1943.

The follovi?ing account is therefore centred on the
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Hitler's Instruotions to General von Senger at the
Fuehrer's HQ at the Olersalzberp; on 22 June 1943

Hitler received me at his HQ on 22 June while attending the situation
conference v/hich took place there daily and at which Field Marslial Keitel,
General V/arlimont and a number of adjutants Virore also present. As far as I
remember, General Jodi was also present, but he rema.inod silent during the
proceedings and did not speak to me individually aftenvards.

The task set by Hitler v/as lacking in precision. He embarked upon the
subject of the defensive potentialities of Sicily and, as usual, displayed a
remarkable knov»'ledge of numerous details. He enlarged upon the possibility of
defending the island even in the aJbsence of Italian military support v/ith the
aid of the two divisions which were either en route to or being formed up in
Sicily, thus relying on them tind the 3^,000 men also stationed on the island
comprising formations sacii ss ̂ AarfcfflayLuftwaffe ground organisation and supply
services etc.

1.

Hitler believed that a collapse in Italy was imminent and attributed this

development to the "machinations of the court, persons in high places, the
General Staff, etc."

He also expanded on the subject of the stro.tegy pursued bj^ the Allies who,
"by neglecting to leap-frog over to Sicily immediately after the landing in
North Africa had already lost the Mediterranean ce.mpaign".

Afterguards, General ’Jarlimont spoke to mo alone during brealefast at his

He gave me a clearly-defined assessment of the situation and addedquarters,
that the best Viray of solving the task ?7ith which I had been assigned would be to
evacuate the bulk of the forces sta.tioned in Sicily to the mainland in the event
of an enemy attack in force,

prospect of transferring most of the equipment to the mainland,

appreciation and assignment were, it is true, revised versions of those of

Hitler, but they were certainly not given without the latter's silent assent.

Moreover, he a.diriitted tliat there t©.s little
This

On 22 June Field Marshal Keitel spoke to me privately at the Obersalzberg
after the general discussion of the situation ha.d finished,

informed of local conditions in Sicily by General Kube, who was stationed in

Italy, and evidently entertained as little hope of a successful defence as did
General Warlimont.

confirmed by events - that the limited German forces available could not be
concentrated as a mobile reserve in the interior or eastern sector of the island

a.s it vrould not be possible for movements to be carried out by day ov-ring to the
extent of enemy air superiority and the state of the mountain roads.

He had been

He too horrever, was of the opinion - which v/as later

2. The Discussions in Rome with Field Manshal Kesselring

and Field Marshal von Richthofen on 25 June 1943

The discussions with Field Marshal Kesselring on 25 June were held on a

different note to those at the Obersalzberg.

Field Marshal Kesselring was originally in the Army General Staff, but soon
after its formation he transferred to the Luftwaffe and had eventually commarjded
Luftflotte 2 in the Mediterranean area, vdaere he liad acquired considerable
distinction. A largo number of officers serving in Africa (among them the
later General von Bonin) criticised Kesselring's over-optimistic  assessment of
situations as a result of which the influence of Rommel, who was in a better

position to formulate an appreciation, was unduly restricted,
this vieTfpoint v/as valid in as much as Kesselring evidently judged the
possibility of a successful defence of Sicily far too favourably.

I found that

In contrast to the clearly-defined appreciation of defensive possibilities
given by General Narliraont at OKS/Y, Kesselring was apparently thinking in terms
of the successful defence at Dieppe in 1942. In the case of landings in
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particular German commanders of land forces were generally inclined to under

estimate the prospects of an enemy who enjoyed superiority at sea and in the air,
even though he must invariably possess the element of a hi^er degree of surprise
and mobility,

commanders, Kesselring was unwilling to regard the invasion of North iifrica as
the first example of a landing operation organised on a large scale, as a result
of v/hich the war had entered a ne?/ phase,

appreciate this danger and drev/ comfort from the fact that the landings in
North Africa had been carried out against an enemy who had decided not to oppose
them.

To the same extent as the majority of optimistic German

These persons v/ere not prepared to

Field Marshal Kesselring maintained his over-optimistic assessment of the

situation throughout the Italian campaign - or at least he pretended to do so -
even Tdth a senior officer such as myself in whom he had gradually come to place
so much confidence,

any given situation objectively with him.
This factor al'ways made it extremely difficult to discuss

On the other hand I found that Field Marshal Kesselring's attitude towards

our Italian ally v/as much more acceptable to me than had been the case v/ith

OKW and particularly with Hitler himself,
however the Italians might act in the event of a landing, it would be impossible
for the Germans to fight tr/o enemies simultaneously, that is to say both the
Allies and our former Axis partner, and he v/as therefore in favour of co-operation

Moreover, there was no political or military alternative
since the alliance still existed and the governments concerned had expressly
agreed that in the event of defensive operations on the Italian mainland and
offshore islands the exercise of command would be the sole prerogative of the

Italian authorities, Kesselring, v/ho was better informed than OKI in this

respect, had also perceived that any attempt to direct operations over the heads
As may be

Kesselrlng had recognised that

with the latter.

of the Italian authorities could not fail to have disastrous results,

gathered from his summing-up of "The Battle for Sicily", he had also recognised
that he had in fact exercised no more authority in this action than a liaison

In this respect theofficer whom he ha_d seconded to an Italian Army HQ,
discussion v/ith the Field Marshal over my assignments was entirely satisfactory.

There was little that v/as positive in my discussion with the C. in G, of

Luftflotte 2, Field Marshal von Richthofen. Characteristically, this did not
take place in the presence of Field Marshal Kesselring; instead, Richthofen
spoke to me alone and expressed views which indicated that, as had so often been
the case in the German Armed Forces, the Luftwaffe v/as once again playing a lone
hand. Field Marshal von Richthofen's assessment of the situation was that the

enemy would probably attempt to land in Sardinia rather tlrian in Sicily and he
had accordingly transferred his main air defence effort to the former island.

Later, in hisThis viewpoint of Richthofen's was by no means irrational,
memoirs, also Marshal Badoglio stated that in his opinion it would have been

correct strategically to have attacked Sardinia rather than Sicily,more

Nevertheless the divergency between the G-in-C's concerned which was revealed
in this discussion remained a regrettable factor  - a divergency which is,
moreover, manifest from Field Marshal Kesselring's observations on the battle
for Sicily,

The Discussions at Enna, Sicily, between Field Marshal
Kesselring. General Guzgpni end General von Senger on

26 June 1943 ~

On 26 June all matters pertinent to the conduct of operations in the event
of a landing in Sicily were discussed at Italian Sixth Army HQ at Enna by
General Guzsoni, G-in-G Italian Sixth Army, Field Marshal Kesselring, with whom
I had arrived, and myself.

3.
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Field Marshal Kesselring's role in this discussion consisted primarily in
making tactful advisory interjections, since the exercise of command by the
Italian C-in-C, General Guzzoni, huad of course been agreed by the two Axis
governments and, moreover, Field Marshal Kesselring - in contrast to Hitler -
was of the opinion that in the event of an Italian defection as a result of

undue pressure, the prospects of a defence being conducted with the limited
German forces available would reach their lowest ebb.

However, -with regard to their assessments of the situation, there existed
a difference of opinion betvreen the tv/o commanders which could only be bridged
superficially,

based on his personal outlook -vdiich, as has already been mentioned, was
optimistic or, as he believed, at least gave that impression, v/hereas
General Guzzoni made painstaking efforts to conceal his more pessimistic
assessment.

Field Marslial Eesselring's appreciation of the situation was

In view of the actual ratio of opposing forces, this scepticism
was fully justified, when regarded in retrospect, as vd.ll be established later*

As far, however, as the employment of German formations v/as concerned,
General Guzzoni v/as inclined to give way to Field Marshal Kesselring's wishes
even against his better judgment, as he regarded the German divisions as the
backbone of his force and because he was aware tliat after all that hed happened in
Africa opposition on this point would be to no purpose and would oxaly lead to
such difficulties in the exercise of command tliat the maintenance of overall
Italian authority v/ould be illusory from the outset.

As a result of this reluctant compliance. Field Marshal Kesselring reached
a decision vdiich both General Guzzoni and I considered to be wrong ajid in
respect of which it carmot even be definitely stated that Field Marshal Kesselring
himself regarded it as correct, for his hands were also tied,
of 15th Panzer Grenadier Division, who was also present, regarded Kesselring's
decision as incorrect, although he was probably influenced by factors concerning
the interests of his division as v/ell as by objective considerations.

General Guzzoni liad in mind a plan to concentrate the tv/o available German
divisions in the eastern sector of the island as his most mobile and powerful

This plan was based on his intention of carrying out a delaying
action Tn.th the v/eak Italian Napoli and Ldvorno divisions and then laundiing
Doth German divisions in a concentrated counter-attack against the enemy
wherever such action promised the greatest prospects of

The commander

reserve.

success.

i^rom the German point of view there were two considerations to be raised
against conducting operations along these lines. The first wns based on the
theory that an enemj'- landing should be driven off with concentrated fire power
during its most vulnerable phase, tliat is to say while the landing craft vrere
still at sea.

that in view of their inferiority the Axis forces would not be capable of pushing
the eneny back into the sea if landings were made at a number of points,
the other hand, however, this principle automatically precluded the conduct of
operations on a mobile basis and exposed any formations employed directly on the
coast to the devastating fix-e of the enemy's naval artillery, against which the
Axis nations were powerless owing to their lack of naval and air forces. The
other factor against concentrating the German di''risions too heavily as far
inland as Caltanisetta v/as that in the absence of covei' on the narrow mountain
roads they would be exposed to such heavy air attacks that movement bj?- day vrould
not be possible.

This theoxy arose from, the reedisation - in itself correct

On

On this occasion the discord which was later to prevent the unified
direction of operations in the Normandy land.ings v/as heralded in different tei'ms,
a discord xvhich wras not to be reconciled and sealed the fate of the defenders
from the outset. The clrioice v/as either to conduct a rigid coastal defence
contrary to all the principles of the art of warfare and incurring the
possibility of annihilation by the enemy's naval artillery or to hold back the
main reserve which, however, vrould doubtless be too v/eak to push the eneny back
into the sea once he had secured a foothold at a number of points and had come
tlirough the critical landing phase.
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In face of such considerations the compromise desired by Field Marshal
Kesselring was reached.

Contrary to the vidshes of General Guzzoni, Field Marshal Kesselring arranged
for the tv/o German divisions to be assembled separeitely, one in the eastern and
the other in the western sector of the island, where they vrould constitute the
most powerful mobile reserves available. Accordingly, 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division vj'as transferred to the Salemi area in gradual stages while the Hermann
Goering Parachute Division, which v^as still in the process of being transported
to Sicily, v/as assembled in the Caltagirone area. (Other versions are
incorrect.)

I agreed mth Field Marslial Kesselring's views in his study on the Sicilian
campaign that in the event of their being attacked first it was necessary to
prevent the Axis foi’ces in the eastern sector from being outflanlced by other
(enemy) forces assembled in the western sector. After studying the campaign
and the contributions of other German commanders  I cannot agree even now T/ith
Field Marshal Montgomery's opinion tliat the defeat of the Axis forces on Sicily
was brought about as a result of their being dispersed. Moreover, the later
course of events proved that in addition to landing superior forces on the south
eastern tip of the island the enemy 7ra.s very much in a position to put forces of
practically the same strength ashore simultaneously in the Y/estern sector,
A thrust along the northern coast from the v/estem sector could not have failed

to lead to the destruction of tlie forces engaged on the south-eastern tip of the
island.

However, that part of Field Marshal Kesselring's decision ydiich seemed open
to criticism Y/as the actual selection of the divisions for the two separate
assigiments.

15th Panzer Grei^adier Division had been on the island for some time and liad

It hadbecome thoroughly acquainted Yo.th the local conditions and population,,
organised coastal patrols and its infantry and armoured strength v/as at least
sufficient to enable a delaying action to be carried out with some prospects of
success. As long as it had been on its ovvn, the division had concentrated the

bulk of its 3 regiments each comprising 3 battalions in the eastern sector and
had detached a regimental group to provide the above-mentioned indispensable
flank protection in the west. These measures were in accordance Yn.th the

situation and German principles of strategy and the divisional commander was a
proven leader v/ith General Staff trainirjg. Thus, the main task, that is to say
defensive operations in the eastern sector of the island, should have been
assigned to this division.

In contrast, considerable deficiencies were apparent in the leadership and
composition of the Hermann Goering Division. In the first place it possessed
absolutely no infantry of any appreciable strength, disposing of only two
battalions in addition to the armoured troop-carrying battalion, Y/hether
additional' battalions were being formed or were eh route could not be ascertained.
Admittedly, the division possessed an armoured regiment but the Tiger company,
which was stationed on the island as an army lanit, had already been associated
Yvith 15th Panzer Grei.alier Division for some time both tactically and as regands
supply - an additional factor in favour of leaving the latter division in the

eastern sector. However, the deficiencies in the division's leadership, of
which the superior authorities had no clear conception at that time, Y/ere even
more serious. As Field Marshal Kesselring himself remarks in his study, the
divisional commander had "too little experience of operations by modern mixed
arms". Apparently, as a former police officer, he had not received training
such as to satisfy the other Army requirements for this task. Immediately after
operations commenced it vas necessary to replace liis two regimental commaixlers
Y/ho were most essential to the action since they Y/ei’e incapable of exercising
command, the infantry reginent commander being relieved by the divisional
commander himself and the Panzer regiment commander by myself. Similar failings
became evident among other ranks. In contrast to this- wreakness in its lea.dership,
the division enjoyed considerable prestige everyv/here and especially with our
Italian allies, a factor Y/hich might v/ell be attributed to its name and the

reputation established during the vra.r by the paratroop arm-, to Yvhich the
division, in accordance YYith its name, professed to belong. In fact the
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division had nothing to do virith the para.troop arrn and, as fo-r as I know, was
formed from the i/A artillery which T.a.s also part of the Lufk.Taffe.
excellent its o.chievements in its cnm specialised field, this cirm T/as neverthe
less quite incapable of training leaders for such  a difficult operation as a
landing action.

In these circumstances it must he concluded that the entrusting of the

Herman G-oering Division wdth the more important task of d.efending the ea.stern
sector of the island v/as a mistake, the ma.gnitude of v/hich was not fully
appreciated hy anybody a.t the time as nobody liad been fully informed of the
standard of the division's personnel,
had been committed all clear thinking authorities concerned were well aware,
knov/ing, as they did, that the 15th Parser G-renadier Division's experience on
the isls.rd Vias ©ore extensive, thak it possessed a stronger force of the indispensable
infantry and that it had had a longer association with the Tiger Company, whose
importance vra.s furthermore overrated at that time.

Whether a direct order from Ifeiohs lanrscbaTI Hermann G-oering Ti/as involved -
as is maintained by the commander of 15th Pa.nzer Grenadier Division,
General Eodt, who took part in the discussion - or v/hether Field Marshal Ivesselring
believed that he was obliged to coriinly solely vfith the wishes of his Lufti/Ta-ffe
superiors cannot be determined as these natters were dealt wdth behind the scenes.

It is however certain that this decision exemplified v/hat General Westplial, who
\7as then Chief of Staff of Array Group "South-West, later portrayed in his book
"Amy in Chains", namely that this was a decision vvhich ms reached on the basis
of personal rather than objective considerations and wkich all of the senior

officers concerned were probably poY/erless to prevent
Hermann Goering Division been a normal Amy division the standard of its
personnel vrould doubtless have been higher but not even then should it have been
assigned the more difficult task in preference to the more established division.

The decision thus reached had become even more controversia.1 owdng to the
fact it v/as necessary to redress the Hema.nn Goering Division's gkaring la,ck of
infantry by detaching a regimental group of 15th Pa^nzer Grenadier Division to
the Catania area, vdiere it v/as placed under corarmand of the former divisi ui's
Gruppe Schmalz.

However

Tliat with such action a serious blunder

Had the newly-fomed

The Discussions a.t Erma betv/een Field Marshal Kesselring,

General Guzzoni o.nd General von Senger an 12 July

On 12 July Field Marshal Kesselring appeared at Italian Sixth Army HQ at
Erma. The "landing baktle" was in its third day and he had two masons for

undertaking this flight. During these three criticcal days he hc.d been supplied
with only very inadequate infomiation. As his liaison officer at HQ Italian
Sixth Army, I had at my disposal only one or tv/o wireless stations vdiich had
been lent by units and with which it v/as not possible to reach Rome. InstCcad,
these stations were for the most part fully occupied in transmitting orders to
German units during the laaiding action. However, C-in-C South (the designation
C-in-C "South" still applied at that time) was in constant touch by telephone
with the so-oallcd II Fliegerkorps (Genero.l Buelowius) which was based on the
east coast of the isband and, although it no longer possessed any aircrc.ft
strength, still had a.t its disposal the extensive signals nefrworic v;ith v.hich it
had operated while its squadrons were still stationed in Sicily to protect the
sea routes to Worth Africa. This Fliegerkorps put about alaming reports
T/hich it ho.ppened to receive in a somewhat indiscriminate manner arf. without
being in a position to check their accuracy. Thus, C-in-G South, who v®.s
apparently no longer receiving information from Comando Supremo cither,
mxible to assess the situation although he had nevertheless been made

responsible for the conduct of operations on Sicily by 0H¥.

However, apart from this technical deficiency, Kesselring's decision to fly
to Sicily was also prompted by his profound disappointment at the xra.y in which
operations were shaping Not only had Field Marshal Kesselring approached
this task with his usual glov/ing optimism, but he had also started under the
illusion that an enemy force which had just landed v/ould be so wealc that it could

4*

was
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easily be defeated if the islai'id's defence forces appeared on the scene promptly.
His conception of the nature of such actions becomes evident in the follomng
passage in his study on the Sicilian campaign:- "In conclusion I saj^ that the
Gerrnan (GHQ) troops had their marching orders in their pockets and kneav what
they had to do."

What had in fact happened and vdiat v®.s there to report to the Field Marshal
at this discussion on the situation?

The landing on 10 July did not come as a surprise, as may be observed from
the follov/ing extracts from the diary of the Gorman Liaison Staff to the Italian
Sixth Army;

9 July, 1820 hours: Signal received from II Pliegerkorps,. according to
which six convoys comprising I3O - 200 vessels are
active in the sea area north of Malta and Gozo.

2005 hours: Signal from C-in-C South: I50 laixling craft north of
Malta on northerly course at I63O hours.

Chief of Staff Italian Sixth Army to General von Senger;
Italians expect davm attack against Catania 8.nd Gela.

At 0500 hours on 10 July the first reports v/ere received of landings by
paratroops in the Coniso and S. Pietro areas and between Caltagirone and the
coast.

The Hermann Goering Division reported that the enemy was disembarking from 20
transports at Gela.

2315 hours;

Landings vrere also made at Augusta by enemy troop-carrying gliders.

According to the German Liaison Staff War Diary the situation had developed
as follows at 1000 hours:

"Eneniy infantry and a few tanlcs landed at Gela and are

being supported by disembarlcations from 20 - JiO
vessels. The bulk of the Hermann Goering division
is attacking this force on a front from Nescemi to
Biscari. Paratroops eire being engaged in places in
the area around Caltagirone. HQ Italian Sixth Araiy
fears that pressure on Syracuse a.nd Augusta wall be
intensified. Karapfgruppo Sclimalz vd-ll remain in
reserve north-west of Catania, to cover the Catania

plain. As yet there lia.ve been no incidents in the
western sector of the islaixl."

At 1A25 the following entry v/as made in the War Diary:

"The enemy has landed at numerous points betjeen
Syracuse a.nd Licata. Centres of main effort have
developed at .hvola and Gcla. The Hermann Goering
Division is in action in the Gola area, but detailed
reports are not yet available. Karapfgruppe Schmalz
is being moved southward in the direction of Scordia -

Lentini, 15th Panzer Grenadier Division is being
moved up into the area east of Enrx. Livorno
Division has been ordered to attack in the direction

of Gela,"

On this day the Herimnn Goering Division ha.! indeed attacked according to
This -liasplan, but had not succeeded in throvang the enemy back into the sea.

due both to the paratroops vdio had landed in their attack zone and who, although
they did not succeed in operating as a cohesive force anyv/heix;, vrere nevertheless
able to carry out considerable harassing activity'-, as well as to the terrain,
which was terraced and interspersed with olive trees, thus malcing tank movements
so difficult that neither side could consider the employnaent of armour in force.
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Mention has already been made both by Field Marshal Kessolring and earlier in
this work by myself that there also existed considerable deficiencies in the

Hermann Goering Division's leadership, whidi origimted in the composition of
the division's personnel and its lack of experience in the field of land wanfare.

(Notably enough the dates in a report by the divisional operations officer ,
He transferred theOberstleutnant Bergengruen, were rubbed out for this reason,

date of the landing to 11 July because the division did not actually go into
action until this day.)

On the evening of this day the following entry in the War Diary indicates
the situation as it appeared at HQ Italian Sixth Array:

"10 July, 2345 hours: The enemy has advanced through Lics.ta about 10 1cm

along the road to the north. In the Gela area the
enemy is in possession of 0.II heights v/ithin a radius
of 6 km. In the south-eastern area of the island

enemy landing forces have not advanced beyond the
coastal sector. According to findings made
personally by General von Senger at I8OO hours, the
Gela - Vittoria road had already been reached by the
Hermann Goering Division durirg the morning in fs.ee
of frontal defence and fire by heavy naval artillery,
the Panzer group advancing south of Wiscemi and the
Grenadier group west of Biscari. Enemy paratroopers
are being engaged betTreen the two groups,
mopping up the intermediate area, both groups of the
division Yd.ll attack in a south-westerly direction
to retake Gela and the coastal sector on the morning

of 11 July at the ls.test."

As soon as became evident that the landing Y/as being developed, that is to
say towards noon on this day, the C-in-C Italian Sixth Army, after consultation
Y/ith myself, decided to bring up again 15th Parjzer Grenadier Division from the
v/est. Admittedly, a deliberate risk was talcen with this action, but this
bringing forward of the formation v/as appropriate to the situation and in
accordance the overall assessment of C-in-C Italian Sixth Army, v/ith vAiich I
agreed and Y/hich vdll be referred to again at the conclusion of these memoirs.

The War Diai’y continues:

After

"15th Panzer Grenadier Division ‘id-ll be moved
up''’into the a.rea east of Enna.

A warning against the complete removal of all German
troops from the Y/estern sector of the island is given
in a signal from C-in-C South.

10 July, 1425 hours:

1821 hours:

C-in-C Italian Sixth Array considers himself unable
to depart from his decision that 15th Panzer
Grenadier Division must be brought up into the

Accordingly, this forma.tion hascentral sector,

2345 hours:

begun to move into the area around Caltanisett
Barrafranda - Piazza Armerina Valguarnera."

On the basis of these records. Field Marshal Kesselring's opinion that
15th Panzer Grenadier Division -was brought up too late cannot possibly be correct.
Moreover, General Guzzoni and I insisted on this move by the division despite
C-in-C South' s objections from Rome a.nd, as far as I remember. Field Marshal
Kesselring continued in the spirit of this signal by objecting to a complete
Yri.thdraYal of troops from the vYestern sector of the island iii the discussion of
12 July,
v/estern sector, but he accepted the decision once it had been made, especia.lly
Y/hen the follov/ing developments in the situation occurred on 11 July:

He had probably considered leaving part of the division in the
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Tifar Diary:

11 July, 0905 hours: "Deport to G-in-C South to the effect tho.t the

Hermann Goering Division attacked at O715 hours and
has reached a point 6 Ion north-east of Gela Aidth its
right flank at Tenda."

As a result of these reports G-in-G South again "began to "believe that if a
sharp attack were made the enemy miglit still "be "beaten, at least at Gela, and
tliat success might also result from bringing up 15th Panzer Grenadier Division
for a concerted attack by both Germe.n divisions on the flanlc of the enemy, who
wa.s advancing northwards from the south-eastern tip of the island. As may be
gathered from reports by General Rodt, the cormiander of 15th Panzer Gremdier
Division, and Oberstleutnant Bergengruen, the opera.tions officer of the
Hermann Goering Division, the commanders of both divisions were also considering
this plan - a plan which was in oonfoimity v/ith German tra.ditions of leadership
vd-th their consistent inclination towards offensive action. The only
construction which could be placed on C-in-G South's signals was that he was in
no way agreeable to the front being moved back and, moreovei’, that he expected
the Hermann Goering Division's attack, which appeared to be making favourable
progress, to be continued and that above all else Ooraiso airfield would be held.

This latter requirement seemed all the more understandable in viev/ of the German

command's justifiable apprehension that, once the first airfields were reached,
the enemy's air superiority vrould soon become so oppresive that the movement of
German troops by day v/ould be possible only on a restricted scale.

In the meantime the critical situation was being brought to a head by events
on other sectors of the front. Oberstleutnant Bergengruen's assessment of the
situation is correct in that Italian troops took no part at all in the Hermann
Goering Division's counter-attack and tliat the division had consequently become
involved in a difficult situation in its attack a.gainst enemy forces east of
Gela, both flanks being exposed instead of having contact on the right and left.

It had become quite clear that the Italian Sixth Army coirmiand's
appreciation of the prospects of this action differed from that of G-in-G South
and the official OIvW assessment in that the forces available T/ere much too w^eak

for an offensive against t\TO Armies which ha.d succeeded in landing. Moreover,
this view corresponded vdth that held by General ’Jarlimont of Oil? as it has

already "been stated in the description of his discussion v/ith me on 22 June.

The Italian command TJas aware from the outset that, Tdierever it occurred,
a thrust by the German divisions alone would liard.ly push the enewsy back into the
sea along the entire I6O kilometres of the front. This theory necessarily led
to plans for evacuation and this in turn resulted in the early occupation of the
so-called Etna position in which the Axis forces, operating in a very rnucli
smaller area, vrould be able to defend themselves and carry out their withdrawal
across the Straits of Messina behind a system of defence lines. This plan, which
\<raa very much more in line with the actual situation than the orders to attack

which v/ere given by G-in-G South and probably officially issued by Hitler's OI\W,
■was thus more legitimate than all the plans to continue fighting in the southern
sector of the island, which exposed the German forces to the threat of
annihilation if the enemy landed on the northern coast or if naval forces
penetrated the Straits of Messina.. Reports that the enemy vias naturally
gaining ground northwards at other points along the extended front during the
morning gave this assessment of the situation fresh confirimtion.

The "l^ar Diary contains the follomng situation report supplied to G-in-C
South at 1315 hours on 11 July:

The enemy has advanced to Haro and has 8.gain rea.ched
Campobello.
at Gela, but the enemy is pressing foriirard from the
south into the Ragusa area,
is being exerted from the south-east, where Note lias
fallen.

There are no further enemy reinforcemen

Strong enemy pressure

According to Italian opinion, German

ts
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forces in the south-eastern sector of the island lie.ve

For this reason and in order"been gradually used up.
to clear the area north-east of Vittoria of paratroops,
General Guzzoni has issued orders for the Herrnann

Goering Division to break off its attack and move into
the area south-east of Co.ltagirone."

According to the Tifar Diary, the Hermann Goering Division rna-de the follov/ing
report ̂ at l6l0 hours:

"Attack "being made according to plan v/ith one hatta.lion
of the left group.
and the lake to the north has been reached.,

protection is being provided by a reinforced batta.lion
to the south-ea.st from Point 60 to the roa.d fork 8 Ion

south of Biscara.

the Vittoria - Comiso a.re

off to the eo.st. "

As the Hermann Goering Division report reproduced here made the division's
situation appear to be generally more favourable than was indicated by its slow
progress so far, I returned to this front to form my o'Vi/'n impressions,
verified the situation report and instructed the division to exploit the
advantage which it had gained bjr advancing eastwoxds in the direction of Gomiso,
In this v;ay I hoped at best to cut off enemy forces further to the east vhich
had advanced northvfards and at least to faGilita.te the intention of brerJeing

av;ay from the enemy, of v/hich I vjas avare, by  a thrust
The fo.vourablc nature of the local situation seemed

to invite this action o.s the division wa.s not attached in its extended forward

echelon formation end the enemy had disengaged at this point as a result of the
division's counter-attack.

I issued these instructions not only in the light of the local situa.tion
but also by reason of repeated signals from G-in-G South and, although they
clashed ivith HQ Sixth Array's plans, General Guzzoni disregarded objections and
accepted them in the morning.

However, any such offensive action by the Hcruvinn Goering Division had in
fact already been precluded on the somie evening by developments in the situation.

The Tfar Diary contains the follovd-iig entry for 0020 hours on 12 July 1943^

The area botv/een the A cate river
Flanlc

The enemy is in som.e strength in
and appe.'Tjrs to be turning

I

eastmrds in the direction

of the threatened flank.

Italian l6th Gorps informs HQ Sixth Armjr that elements
of the Hermann Goering Division will not move into the

specified Galtagirone area until the night of
13/14 July instead of on 12 July as had been pla.nned
Italian Army HQ stresses the necessity of occupying
this position tonight a.nd rec[uests support in carrying

According to informtion obtained
Xin Goerirg Division reconnaissance

out this order.

by Army, the Hen
unit is engaging enemy .armoured forces at Vizzini.

At 0110 hours the follov/ing situation report was recorded in the War Diary:

"Enemy forces a.tta.cking on the Haro - Campobello sector

.are being hold in the a,roa o.round. Canicatti bj'"
Gruppe Fullriede (of the 15th Pa.nzor Grenadier
Division) comprising elements of 129th and 382nd
Grenadier Regiments. South-east of Gela the cnery
has been pushed back into a confined coastal sector
by the Herma.mi Goeriig Division's a.ttack.
enemy carried, out temporary embarkation, but v/a.s
reinforced .again towards evening. An enemy attack

The
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on the southern flanlc £0x1 rear of the division has

taken Biscari and. caused the left r/ing to he withdravm
northwards across the i-iver .Icate 0;d.rig to the
eneriiy's increasing strength, it was no longer possible
to carry out the drive in the direction of Comiso
initiated in the field by General von Senger at
1830 hours. German positions are being very
effectively engaged by naval artillery.

North-West of Syracuse Gruppe Sdamalz was forced
to go over to the defensive on the Sortino Priolo line
after encountering an attack by an enemy force in some
strength with tanlcs. Small German forces are holding
the heights north of Augusta, where the eneiry has not

yet appeared.

Heriiian Goering Division will attack in anPlan:

easterly direction, v/hile the Gruppe Schraalz front will
be held,

by at the disposal of Armjr in the area south-east of
Ca.ltanisetta for coriniitment in the direction of either

15th Panzer Grenadier Division vd.ll stand

Canicatti or Syracuse according to the way in idiich
the situation develops,"

War Diary entry at O35O hours on 12 July:

"Hermann Goering Division reports the follovyring:

The Panzer Grenadier Regiment has been split into ti,VD
groups,
south of the .icate vdiile the other is still in an

operational state north of the river aaid intend-s to

fight its v/ay through to the Hermann Goering Panzer
Regiment Group,
and it is therefore not impossible to attack
Vittorie. a.s the enemy is in considerable strength to

the west of the town and is being continuousljr
reinforced."

One of these lias been reduced to remnants

■Jireless contact is not available

These extracts from the German Liaison Staff War Diary have been presented
in detail as they formed the basis of the discussions vdth Field Marshal Kesselring
and General Guzzoni v/hen the former arrived at the Italian Sixth Army HQ in Enna
at 0915 hours on 12 July. During these discussions it was found that C-in-G
South had issued orders and directives encroaching on the authority of the
Italian command as a result of consistently inaccurate reports received from II,
Pliegerkorps, v/hidi v/ere alarming in some cases and over-optimistic in others.

Field Marshal Kcsselring was unable to ignore the pressing demaiads of the
situation and agreed to the Hermann Goering Division's vri.thdrawal to the
Galtagirone - Vizzini area which load already been ordered. Moreover, he
consented to the plan I'vhich ivas put forward to leave 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division in the Piazza Armerina - Barraf'i’anca - Pietraperzia area with orders
to prevent the eneiry advancing northv/ards.

The problem of sending further G-erraan formations to Sicily was raised in
this discussion. Field Marshal Kesselring was inclined to favour this plan,
especially with regard to transferring 29th Panzer Grenadier Diva.sion.
Apparently he hoped that the situation vrould be changed and the initiative
regained as a result of this move. His consistent!;/ over-optimistic assessment
of the situation doubtless caused him to entertain the idea of resuming the
counter-offensive. He v/as unable to rid himself of the belief that the
landings in North Africa and Sicily were an entirely different matter to the
Dieppe landing in 1942, namely that v/ith regard to their preparation and the
strength of the forces employed they v/ere operations of the same calibre as the
even more extensive landings which were made later in Normandy,
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General Guzzoni and I opposed this intention of moving in another division,
A reinforcement such as this was contrary to the plan of carrying out a delaying
action with the objective of transferring the personnel strength of the forces
engaged to the mainland without incurring serious losses and, if it were also
possible to escape v/ithout appreciable losses of material, this could be
counted as a successful operation, Hovirever, as the situation stood, it v/as
still primarily essential to make allov/ance for e. land.ing on the completely
undefended north coast and the possibility that all of the forces on Sicily
vrould consequently be cut off. General Guzzoni also feared that if the enemy
happened to break through in one or more places too many formations vrould be
crowded together on the Straits of Messina and the units of both Axis povrers
which Yrere to be ferried back over the Straits yrould consequently encounter
difficulties in making the crossing.

The Axis Conduct of Operations betiveen 13 and 17 July 19435.

On 12 July 1943 HQ Italian Sixth Army issued the following orders to the
Italian Ibth Infantry Corps:

"HQ Sixth Array/No,16377/12 7 43/0910 hours,

to 16th Infantry Corps.

In vieiT of the sitiration, -viiicli is characterised bj^ the enemy's advoaces,
further offensive action vfill be temporarily discouraged.

In the expectation that further units already promised will arrive from the
mainland, I loave made the follo^ving decisions:

The Hermann Goering Division will be transferred to the Caltagirone -
Granmichele - Vizzini area to provide cover against enemy forces
advancing from the south, Hhile holding this position the division
will not undertake any counter-attacks, but will delay the enemy by
thrusts to the south.

With the exception of units comitted in the direction of Syracuse,
Y/hich Y.all remain •'Aere they are, Napoli Division mil be employed to
hold Pazzalo Acreide at all costs in order to cover the left vdng of

the Hermann Goering Division.

Kampfgruppe Schmalz will hold its present position to drive off enemy
attacks from the direction of Syracuse - Augusta.

(4) Livorno Division Td.ll be transferred to the area between Mazzarino and
S. Michele to take over the task of providing cover against enemy
forces approaching from the south and Y/est and to protect the right
flank of the Hermann Goering Division.

At the same time HQ Italian Sixth Army informed the German Liaison Staff
that it had issued the folloYd.ng instructions to the Italian 12th Infantry Corps:

Assietta Division Yd.ll be transferred to the Bisaquino - Prizzi - Lercara

area. (Note; places 40 km south of Palerr,io) 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division Yvd.ll remain as Arriiy reserve in its present central position at
Pietrapersia - Valgernera, from YThich it will be able to participate in
operations in the follovd.ng directions:

Caltanisetta - Canicatti

Piazza. Armerina - Ga.ltagirone
Barrafranca - Mazzarino - Gela

(1)

(2)

(3)
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According to the War Diary, the follomng signal was sent to the Herriiann
Goering Division via German channels, tliat is to say by means of the only
wireless transmitter at the disposal of the German Liaison Staff:

Issued 0945 hours 12 7 43 ~ transmitted IOO5 hours:

Hermann Goering Division will disengage from the
enemy and fall back to the Caltagirone - Vizzini area,
where it will prevent the enemy from advancing
northv/ards.

The follomng supplement to this order was issued at IOO5 hours and
transmitted at 1125 hours:

15th Panzer Grenadier Division will take over defence

on the right of Hermann G-oerii:g Division,
Operational boundary: Miscerni (Hernann Goering
Division) “ S, Michele - Mirabella - Aidone (all
15th Panzer Grenadier Division).
Contact will be established with Napoli Division and
Gruppe Schmalz. The latter will hold its present
line at all costs. Reserves arriving in the
Caltagirone - Vizzini a.rea will be placed under
command of Hernann Goering Division,"

Although the Hermann Goering Division reported at 143^ hours on 12 July
that the line "south of Wiscemi - Acate river and the sector north of Biscari-

Vizzini is defended by sections along the roads leading north and is firmly in.
our hands", the impression existed at HQ Sixth Army tho.t the division vra.s

carrying out its movements very slov/ly and apparently under difficulties.
1630 hours the German Liaison Staff reported to C-in-C South in Rome that
"Hermann Goering Division's disengagement is proceeding according to plan in the
absence of appreciable enemy pressure,"

At

In order to speed up the Hermann Goering Division's mthdrawal again, the
order that "the transfer into the Caltagirone area is to be expedited as a matter
of urgency' once more transmitted to the division by -wireless.was

Army HQ's general inclination to expedite the Hermann Goering Division's
■withdrav,r41to the line already mentioned on nui'nerous occasions was thoroughly
justified in that the Italian di-visions, v/ith which the Hermann Goering Di-vision
should have been able to link up, had r/ithdro.-'wn more rapidly and were to some
extent out of sight, as well as v/ith regard to the fact that the division had
itself reported an enemy landing at Augusta as early as 1101 hours. Consequently,
a timely withdrawal to the Etna position and thus the entire evacuation of the
island according to plan were endangered, whereas it had now become pointless
for the division to remo.in south of the line Caltagirone - Vizzini aaiy longer
in the absence of appreciable enemy pressure.

Moreover, the War Diary contcdns a note entered at 2240 hours that Gruppe
Schmalz had moved forward again to the Solarino - Priolo line. At 2310 hours
the follov/ing situation report to C-in-C South -'was entered:

"Enemy pressure is heaviest at Canicatti.
Panzer Grenadier Division has been entrusted vdth

15 th

covering the right flanlc of the Array,
is not exerting pressure northwards from Gela.
Hermann Goering Division's movements are proceeding
according to plan,
separated rejoined the division in the morning.
Gruppe Schmalz is in position along the line Sortino
Villarnundo - Augusta penii-isula."

The enemy

A battalion vdiich had become
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The first appreciable reinforcements arrived on the island during 12 July.
The 2nd Battalion of Panzer Grenadier Regiment 382 v/as sent up to Vizzini to
join the Hermann Goering Division v/hile the 31^8. Paratroop Regiment of
1st Paratroop Division and the Reggio Battalion ’v^ere assigned to Gruppe Schmo.lz,

13 July was marked by the temporary disruption of HQ Ito^liaii Sixth Array at
Enna, v/hich had been subjected to a heavy air attack at about' midnight during
the preceding nigjit of I2/13 July. With the exception of wireless channels,
most of the signals communications had been put out of action, and it had become
absolutely essential to transfer the HQ. For a Vviiile General Guzzoni considered

remaining in Enna "to share the fate of his troops", but was dissuaded by his
Chief of Staff and myself.

According to the assessment of the situation by HQ Italian Sixth Army and
myself, a major landing in the vrest Visas apparently no longer to be expected, but
small-scale landings on the northern coast xfere likely. However, the most
probable eventuality - from the point of view of both German and Italian concepts
of strategy - oeppeared to be that the enemy v/ould soon be obliged to attempt the
capture of Catania. If he had already abandoned an outflanking movement from
the sea, then the choice of a centre of main effort appeared to fall on the east
coast, vAiich v^as the most direct route to Messina, and thus once again on
Catania, v/here the main defence line planned by the Axis command could be
unhinged on the southern slope of Etna.

The enemy had already gained ground on 15th Panzer Grenadier Division's
front during the morning and had reached the Serradifalco - S. Cataldo line as
early as 1100 hours, thus threatening to outflank the Hermann Goering Division
on this sector as vrell. Even though the division was in no immediate danger,
its slov/ness and ponderousness in the field, Vviiich had raearavhile become
unmistakably evident, rendered this threat all the more acute. On 13 July,
therefore, the division was once again ordered by vidreless for the third tinie
to assemble as rapidly as possible in the 'Vizzini area under cover of night.

These instructions served as a basis for the further intention of

withdrawing the division to the Etna position as soon as possible. As early
as 12 July the German liaison officer to 15th Panzer Grenadier Division had
issued the following instructions in the form of  a general directive: "in the
event of heavy enemy pressure and subject to individual phases of movements
being specially approved by the German liaison officer, a withdJ^swal -v/ill be
made to the general line Gangi - Leonforte - Agira, The Hermann Goering
Division, reinforced by elements of 1st Paratroop Division, v/as to link up mth
the division's right flank on this line, viiile its left flank was to be based
on the coast south of Catania.

The immediate movement of elements of the Hermann Goering Division into
the Catania area seemed all the more urgent as there were no longer any
appreciable reserves available in this sector and the enemy landing at Augusta,
which had been timed to follow up the main landing, indicated that the enemy
would shortly repeat this type of tactical outflanking movement from the sea.
At 1430 hours on I3 July, therefore, HQ Sixth Aim-y ordered the Italian l6th
Infantry Corps to transfer elements of the Hermann Goering Division to the
Catania ai’ea "to stabilise the situation there".

On the afternoon of 13 July a similar assessment of the situation by G-in-C
South and his concern for this extreme left flank.caused him to arrange for the
machine-gun battalion of 1st Paratroop Division to land by parachute at the
Sirneto estuary, where it was placed under command of Gruppe Scbnalz,

On the evening of 13 July the 'Jar Diary stated that the situation was as
follcfws:

15th Panzer Grenadier Division is holding its
positions on the line Serradifalco - south of
Caltanisetta - Pietraperzia - Barrafranca - south of
Piazza Armerina. Enemy reconnaissance is feeling
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"its way foirward on this division's sector, especia-lljr
in the centre and on the right flanlc. Inery artillery
activity is increasing and frequent air attacks are
being ma.de on positions a,nd transport on roads.

The Hermann G-oering Division has been moved back to the

Caltagirone - Viszini line. Enemy artillery is
operating in some strength at Vizsini, No fresh
reports have been received from Gruppe Schmalz,

Assessment of the enemy situation along the entire
front: the enemy is closing up and preparing to resume
the offensive, HQ Ita.lian Sixth Arny 'vvill be
transferred to the Passo Pisciero area (east of
Randazzo) in the late evening of I3 July, as will the
German liaison officer during the night of I3/14 July,
The present HQ is no longer tenable,"

On 14 July the War Diary provided the following picture at 1025 hours:

'Gruppe Schmalz is holding its positions on the line
Prancoforte - Lentini - Agone, but violent attacks by
tanks and infantry were made in places on 13 July.
In the early hours of the night an enorny paratroop
force of uriknovm strength v/as dropped north of Lentini.
An enemy attack in some strength is expected in the
Vizzini area."

The fact that enemy paratroops had been dropped during the night at the
most seriously threatened point of the front which was to be newly occupied lent
weight to HQ Sixth Army's demand that elements of the Hermann Goering Division
should be assembled and sent into action in this area. Hov/ever, in spite of
compaxativuLy slight frontal pressure at this point, the division considered that
it Y/as too heavily committed to be in a position to disengage from the enety.
Nevertheless, the situation was eased to some extent Yvhen elements of the
machine-gun battalion of 1st Paratroop Division, v/hich had been dropped at
practically the same place about 12 hours previously, succeeded in destroying
the enemy forces vvhich had landed north of Lentini without undue difficulty.
At 1300 hours the Hermann Goering Division Y7as again ordered to despatch units
to Catania.

C-in-C South in Rome, ■’sho, Yvhen assessing the situation, relied extensively
on reports from II Pliegerkorps at Taormina, which YYere in some degree either
inaccurate, over-optimistic or too pessimistic, and probably paid to them too
much attention oYving to their Luftwaffe origin, unauthenticated  as they -were,
issued a directive by v/ireless on the afternoon of 14 July, which Yvas entered in
the War Diary at 1515 hours as folloY/s:

'C-in-C South directs that a further reinforcement of
the left Yving is of decisive importance and YYill be
carried out by drawing on the centre,
withdrawal of all forces to a support position on the
general line S. Stefano - Adrano - Catania vfill be
prepared in such a way that it may be commenced
tonight in the event of a further deterioration in the
situation on the eastern flank."

Moreover, the

At 1545 hours I replied by iTireless:

that the left flank had been relieved by dispatdiing
the Hermnn Goering Division to Catania, but that the
consequently Yvealcened central sector and Gruppe Schmalz
Yvould not be able to Y'/ithstand renewed attacks from

the south and that the rrestern Y'/ing Tas exposed to the
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A T/ithdrawal to the Etnadanger of "being turned,
position had therefore heen prepared axid would pro'ba'bly
soon "be necessary."

On the evening of this day 15th Panzer Grenadier Division was still
positioned on the line Serradifalco - S. Cataldo.

At 2330 hours the following situation report was dispatched to 0-in-G
South:

In view of the threat to the right flanlc and lOJig of the

German front, the dangerous situation at Vizzini, the
weak spot at Prancoforte and the inadequate mo'bility
of the latest reinforcements, an immediate
strengthening of the eastern wing is not possi"ble.
The Chief of the German Liaison Staff has therefore
ordered the ivithdis'ffal of the entire IIer.Bann Goering

Division, v/hidi v/ill at the same time destroy the
enemy forces at Catania.
Grenadier Division will be withdraTm to the line

Nicosia - Leonforte as it vdll otheCTrise be exposed

to the threat of being outflaniced on both sides."

In addition, 15th Panzer

Cn 15 July the crisis -vdiioh had reigned in the Axis command since the

landing on 1C July undervrent a change,
would not make further landings either in the western area of the island or on
the north coast.

It could now be assumed ths.t the enemy

If such landings had been planned as an alternative to costly
attacks by the forces which were slowly advancing into the interior of the
island, they should have been made by I5 July at the latest.

The concern that the enemy would decide to employ the bulk or at least

appreciable elements of General Patton's Army to sweep round to the west across

the line Lercara - Termini and then eastv/ards along the northerxi coast for a

menacing thrust against the unprotected right flank of the Axis forces could
also be regarded as past

The increasing pressure on the left wing, that is to say on Gruppe Schmalz
and the Hermann Goering Division, indicated that the enemy would seek a decision
at this point.

As was frequently the case in overcoming such critical situations, a state
of intensified anxiety arose at the German command which originated in the
belief that an even more favourable result could I'lave been achieved had different

measures been taken. The ctiain of command, which had presented enou^
difficulties in view of the military and political situation in this coalition
war, assumed a chaotic nature in some respects
Field Marshal Kesselring considered himself especiejly responsible for the
Hermann Goering Division and probably had to expect special instructions from
Reichsmarsehall Goering in addition to orders from OM.
former intervened personally in the conduct of operations by means of an order.
Moreover, by virtue of both superior signals communications and his personal
connections. Field Marshal Kesselring was in contact with II Fliergerkorps,
which Yxas still superfluously based on the island y/ithout aircraft and from

which he received not only reports but also suggestions regarding the conduct
of operations.

As a Luftwaffe officer,

In one case the

A Luftwaffe specialist was assigned the task of forming so-called alarm

units and for a v/hile it y/as planned to allot him a sector designated as
"Eastern Sicily". The plan to form alarm units y/as one of OEH's pet ideas to
make good diminishing strengths by drayn.ng on forces y/hich v/ere committed at

other places and by indispensable supply tasks during a major action. These
measures nearly always proved to be illusory as the alarm units possessed no
real y/orth and rapidly melted ay/aj. In this particular case all of the supply
units were still tied, dcfwn by the movement of stocks from the yyestern sector of

the island, which yxas still feasible arjd had been already set in motion not long
after the Tunis disaster.
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First and foremost, however, C-in-C South ignored the Italian Sixth Army
HQ and intervened directly in the conduct of operations to fin increasing extent
and was apparently encouraged to do so by CSV, for it v/as gradually becoming
clear that a defection on the part of our Italian ally vi/as imminent and the
German command vvas obliged to prepare to continue the fight alone, to which end
the occupation of the Etna position and the bringing up of further German forces
offered a possible means.

Meanv/hile, the Italian Army HQ continued to conduct operations along the
same lines as before, for it was nominally in sole authority and therefore bore
full responsibility from a historical point of view. I transferred my advanced
battle HQ to the area north of Catania, from viiich point I was able to communicate
with C-in-C South by telephone, establish personal contact iwLth Gruppe Schrnalz
and the Hermann Goering Division and keep an open eye on the battlefield south
of Catania.

On the morning of I5 July the Hermann Goering Division v/as still able to
drive off attacks on Caltagirone and Grammichele, but was pushed ba.ck northv/ards
to an increasing extent during the course of the day.

In the evening the division viras in position along the line Eadusa - Ccastel
di Judica - Fiume Dittaino - Gorna Lunga river (as fa.r as its estuary).
War Diary contains the folloi-fing entry for midnight:

The

"Enemy pressure is particularly strong on the east
wing, v/here a breakthrough in the direction of
Messina is apparently intended,
small groups of enemy paratroops have again been
dropped today at and west of Acireale and na>.val
artillery support is being maintained for this
reason.

Regiment 3j which has been closed in upon in separate
battalions, is offering stubborn resistance while
sustaining heavy losses."

15th Panzer Grenadier Division was still holding the line Scrradifalco -
south of Caltanisetta - Barrafranca - Piazza Armcrina. on the evening of this

During this period the division v/as justifiably concerned for its loft

flank, which became increasingly exposed by the T.dthd rav/al of the Hermann Goering
Division and the establishment of an echelon formation to the left by the latter.
An attempt to establish contact vri.th the HeriTiann Goering Division or the
Livorno Division, which w'as still presumed to be located betvween the two

divisions, -vvas evidently unsuccessful and it w/as apparently no longer possible
to carry out an order to establish contact with the left wing of 15th Panzer
Grenadier Division which I issuedto the Hermann Goering Division at 2O3O hours.
Orders for 15th Panzer Grenadier Division to T/ithdraww at the same time a.s the

Hermann Goering Division disengaged from the enemy w/ere deliberately withlield.
The divisions had been obliged to fight w/ithout close contact since 10 Julj'" and
their wirithdmwal into the Etna position, bringing 'with it the establishment of an
unbroken front, was now/ at hojid.

could be left in its present position, the less liloely w/as it that the retreating
Hermann Goering Division v/ould be pursued and overtolcen from the west,

risk vra.s more serious than the threat to the exposed eastern flanlc of 15th
Panzer Gremdier Division arising from the gap cro,ated betw/een the two
divisions.

It is nresuraed tliat

South of the Catania plain Paratroop

day.

The longer 15th Panzer Grenadier Division

This

A Yfar Diary entry .a-t O95O hours mentions the orders issued to 15th Panzer
Grenadier Division on I6 July as follows:

An attack on Barrafranca by strong armoured and
infantry forces from Mazzarino is reported by 15th
Panzer Grenadier Division at O52O hours

report has been received from the Serradifalco -
Caltanisetta sector.

As yet

15th Panzer Grenadier Divis

no

ion
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'is now echeloned about 20 km for*Tard of the Herraam

Goering Division as a result of the latter's ivith-
drav;al.

Division mil not be withdraT/n as O-in-0 South is of

the opinion that the enemy caniiot be ijrevented from
turning the western wing of the Hermann Goering
Division and the latter cannot therefore be afforded

the requisite support unless the present line is held.
In the present situation there is no question of
15th Panzer Grenadier Division supporting the
Hermann Goering Division by an attack in a south
easterly direction for example as the former is
comraitted to repelling attacks by superior enemy
forces on a broad front."

Nevertheless, 15th Panzer Grenadier

At 1350 hours 15th Panzer Grenadier Division made the following report:

"A heavy attack by armour and infantry v/as driven off

south-east of Pietraperzia. The enemy is preparing
to attack v/ith superior forces along the entire
divisioml front. As both the east and v/est flanks

are threatened in considerable depth and cannot be
covered owAng to lack of forces, the division intends
to fall back to the line Alimena - Stazione di ihaddusa

on 16 July in order to establish contact v.ath the
Hermann Goering Division."

At 1525 hours a further report was received from the division:

"The situation is very serious south-east of
Pietro-perzia. The height 3 north-west of
Mazzarino has been lost. The la.st reserve corape.ny

is being sent into action. The division hopes that
it will be able to prevent an exieray breakthrough
until it falls back in the evening."

These Y/ar Diary entries indicate the fluctuating nature of the conflict in
the Germa/i Battle HQ's concerning the v.lthdrawalof 15th Panzer Grenadier Division
on 16 JlfLy.
movement for a disengagement on the evening of I6 July. (it is no longer
possible to esta.blish whether an order to this effect r/as issued. According to
General Rodt's account, the division disengaged on its ovm initiative.)

The YTar Diary contains the following record for 1645 hours:

I Yra.s of the opinion that the division should have freedom of

'The Chief of the Geiman Liaison Staff hold a telephone

conversation at Trecasta.gni (advanced battle HQ) Vidth
Field Marshal Kesselring concei-ning his conduct of
operations, in which he stressed that in the present
situation the main effort was still centred on the

left wing of the Heitiiann Goering Division and that
the disengagement of the right wing of this division
and the gradual disengageraent of 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division were broadly in accordance rdth the overall

At uresent,the Hermannconduct of operations.
Goering Division's front i:\ay be regarded as stabilised,
an outflanlcing movement from the west having been
avoided,

thereupon proceeded to the Hermann Goering Division
battle HQ, where he issued special instructions that
the advanced positions vxere to be held.."

The Chief of the German Liaison Staff
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l6 July abounded Td.tli Instructions from 0-in-C South which conformed with
the orders to stand fast issued by OM. The Hermann Goering Division's with-
drav/al from the Goi-na Lunga river position and that of 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division into -vdiat had been planned as the initial Etna, position, vdiere it would
be possible to establish an unbroken front for the first tine, v/ere both delayed
to the absolute limit by C-iii-C South's orders.

Thus, the phase of tactically correct movements approadied its conclusion
and was replaced by that of Hitler's stand-fast tactics.

On 17 July it v^as essential to establish contact between the two divisions

At 0040 hours 15th Panzer Grenadierbefore the main defence line v/as occupied.
Division was informed by vareless that the right Td.ng of the Hermann Goering
Division was located at Eaddusa and not at Catenanuova as the former had

Any further withdray/elwas foihidden and the establishment of a new

Gwing to C-in-C South's orders to stand fast on 16 July,
this order had become necessary as 15th Panzer Grenadier Division had lost
confidence in a situation in whidi the Hermann Goering Division had been with-
dravm practically to the new main defence line south of Oatania.
which had alvirays been well led and also remained a reliable formation later,
was slow to recover.

believed,

front was ordered.

The division

In actual fact its advanced detachments fought for

.

another full week in the forward area, its front had already been extended
northv/ards to the coast before 29th Panzer Grenadier Division arrived and it then
constituted a reliable centre for the entire front in the subsequent XIV
Panzerkorps operations.

Field Marshal Kesselring himself ordered the Hermann Gooring Division to
withdraw to the prospective main defence line v/hile Avith me at the Gruppe
Schmalz battle HQ on 17 July. He had previously issued an order via II
Fliegerkorps to the effect that the division v/as to hold the positions on the
Gorna Lunga river 'which were later occupied hy advanced detachments only. The
intensity of the bombardment laid dawn on these positions, at vdiich the v/arships
of the Allied fleet which had entered the Straits of Messina fired their

broadsides almost uninterruptedly, could be very clearly observed from the
Gruppe Schmalz battle HQ,

While Field Marshal Kesselring was still at the Gruppe Schmalz battle HQ
the commander of Paratroop Regiment 3 arrived, having found his vray back through
the enonxy lines from his encircled position at Lentini w'ith more than 900 men
of his regiment, which had been cut off behind the enemy front since I4 July,
There is no reason to doubt Oberst Schmalz's account that the regiment v/as in
serious danger of being lost because, to quote Oberst Schraalz, the commander
was "too proud" to carry out an ord.er he received to disengage, for independent
decisions such as this and disregard of orders T/ere typical of the v/ay in which
the peratroops were trained. Thus, the regiment though urgently required ttus
not available throughout the operations from I4 to 17 July and even after it had
returned it could not be sent into action immediately as it had lost all of its
heavy -weapons.

The front of the nevv main defence line which vfas to be occupied ran from
a point 5 Iwn west of S. Stefano in the general direction of Nicosia, then
south-east from Nicosia to about 5 km west of Agira, turned east towards Agira
along the road to Eegalbuto and about 5 km to the west of the latter vhere it

turned south-east again in the direction of Catenanuova, from Catenanuova south-
eastyvards along the railway line to Catania to about 10 km south-west of the

latter, from rdiich point it ran directly eastvfards to the sea.

At this time, however, the mai'n strength of the two divisions had not yet
occupied this main defence line but was still carrying out a gradual day-by-day
fighting mthdraviTal further forv/ard.

6. The Handing-Over of CorimTand to XIV Panzerkorps on 17 July, 1943

The HQ Staff of XIV Panzerkorps had arrived on the island on 15 July to
In thetake over command of the German divisions the moment they linlced up.

meantime it had been occupied with a survey of the Etna position proper, which
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ms to De occupied as a second phase after the divisions had linked up in the
above-mentioned main defence line.

S. Pratello directly south to about 5 kn south-west of Troina, then turned in a
general south-easterly direction to a point 2 Icrn south of Adrano, from viiich it
ran directly eastmrds to the sea north of Acireale.

This Etna position proper ran from

At 2230 hours on 16 July C-in-G South issued an order to the effect that

General Hube, G.O.C. XIV Panzerkorps, vas to take over command of all German

forces on Sicily and that the time of implementation was to be arranged with' me
and reported back.

The handing-over of command took place shortly after midnight (l6/l7 July)
An officialat my HQ while I was at the advanced battle HQ at Trecastagni.

handing-over of command could not take place, for although I had been made

responsible for the conduct of operations by 01®/’, I liad been officially no more
than a liaison officer o.t HQ Italian Sixth Army,  a role Y/hich I continued to
retain until further notice.

However, as the gradual elimination of all Italian HQs on the island ms
clearly the Germian supreme command's intention and as the situation virhich had

noT/ arisen was in conformity Y/ith this re-organisation, HQ Italian Sixth Army
submitted to this irrevocable development and from this time onvvards constituted

no more than a facade Yvhich, although it issued orders and received reports, was
at the same time unable to amend or countermand in any v^ay the orders Yiiich v/ere
novY issued directly from G-in-G South to XIV Panzerkorps, despite the fact that
G-in-G South had not been authorised to direct operations.

A further account of subsequent operations has therefore been deliberately
omitted in this report. The German Liaison Staff to HQ Italian Sixth Arny
confined itself to maintaining adequately reasonable relations betvYeen the
G-in-G Sixth Arcy and the G.O.G, XIV Panzerkorps, General Hube. This was
achieved in spite of the considerable strain viiich Y/-as imposed on these relations
by circumstances rather than by personalities.

Field Marshal Eesselring v/as obliged to rectify unfortunate incidents as

early as 17 July vdien he announced the handing-over of all German troops and
thus practically the entire front to XIV Panaerkorps. Serious clashes \Yith
Italian units developed - for v/hich G-in-G South himself Y/as probably not
blameless - vdaen completely immobile battalions -were being moved up, for the
German battalion commanders carried orders to make their formations mobile v/ith

vehicles belonging to Italian units Y^hich Y/ere no longer fighting. These orders
resulted in outbreaks of shooting in vdiich men Y/ere killed on both sides.

Difficulties were overcome later in as much as the Italian XII Infantry

Gorps continued to retain command over all elements of the Italian armed forces

located in the western sector, including those in the front line,
command rjaturally had an understandable interest in maintaining these authorities,
for the organised evacuation of Italian troops across the Straits of Messina

vra.s dependent on their continuing to function. On 22 July XIV Panzerkorps made
an abortive attempt to di^^ense mthtlie Italian XII Infantry Gorps. However, on
25 Jxily both commanders agreed that tlie Italian XII Infantry Gorps should
retain the S. Stefano - Nicosia sector, while elements which 29th Panzer
Grenadier Division liad posted further forr/ard as advanced detacliments should
remain under the direct command of the latter and subsequently be moved back

through the Italian XII Infantry Gorps lines to the main S. Pratello - Troina
position vdiere they vrould then come under command of XIV Panzerkorps.

Even the collapse of the Fascist regime, Ydiich occurred on the same day,
made no difference to this scheme.

The Italian

On 31 July General Guzzoni infoimed me that he Had been instructed by
Goraando Supremo to comply with German requirements henceforth and hand over

command of all German and Italian troops in the battle zone to XIV Panzerkorps.
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General Guzzoni requested clarification as to whether' this reorganisation of
command was in accordance with German requirements at that time,

event he wished to place all Italian formations, which were still in the battle
zone and to vdiich XIV Panzerkorps attached importance, under command of the
latter.

In this

After G-in-C South had made an appropriate reply. General Guzzoni issued

orders on 1 August stating that with effect from 1200 hours on 2 August command
of all Italian formations still at the front was to be handed over to XIV

He also gave orders for Italian XVI Corps to take over the entirePanzerkorps.
coastal sector and Italian XII Infantry Corps to be placed at the disposal of
Army HQ at the same time.

On 5 August General Hube, G. O.C, .XIV Fanzerkorps, suggested to
General Guzzoni that IIQ Sixth Array be transferred to Calabria to make room for
the XIV Panzerkorpis v;ithdravEl, which had now become necessary,
replied that he could not propose this trnrisfer to Comando Supremo, but that he
left the submission of such a recominendation to C-in-C South in General Hube's
hands.

General Guzzoni

On 8 August I was recalled from ray assign-ient and handed over the duties of
liaison officer v/ith HQ Sixth Army, v/hich v/as still on the island, to my former
chief operations officer Oberstlt (General Staff) Meier Welcker.

When reporting to Field Marshal Kesselring on 11 August I attended a
discussion between the latter and the nevdy-appointed C-in-C (or Secretary of
State?) of the Italian Navy, during which it vb.s established that ov/ing to
absolute Ax±s inferiority in the air the Italian naval forces at Taranto and
La Spezia v;ere to all intents and purposes blockaded and therefore could no
longer be considered for an active role in driving off an Allied landing on the
mainland.

Reviev; of Lessons Learned on Sicily regarding the Execution

and Repulse of Landing Operations

The contemporary assessment of the situation prior to the Allied landing
does not differ essentially from any retrospective assessment made at the
present time. Generally spealcing, tY/o schools of thought were then discernible,
one of wrhich considered the successful repulse of a major landing as hopeless
from the outset, y/hile the other believed tliat the enemy could be dealt a
destructive blov/ "at his vireoJcest moment" by means of tactical measures,

Iready at the begiming of this account a description has been given of
how Hitler himself did not reveal which of these two theories he supported when
issuing me with instructions on 22 June, However, the fact that the
instructions given by both Field Marshal Kesselring and, in particular, by
General Wo.rlimont were concerned solely with evacuation indicates that Hitler

too -vvas in no way inclined to hold Sicily for any length of time.

7.

li.

On the other hand it must be assumed that Field Marshal Kesselring hoped
for his first notev/orthy defensive victory on the island and that he therefore
supported the second theory, which involved "throT;ing the enemy into the sea"

As this theory had also been v/idely spreadv;hile he was actually landing,
among other Ifehrmacht circles - and among subordinate authorities in particular -
it is vrorthv/hile examining it on the basis of actus.l experience.

This theory arose as a matter of course from the inveterate vftjakness of
the traditional German military outlook, which was almost exclusively concerned
T/ith land v/arfare •

leadership had not come to thinlc .along the lines of a service v/ith three arms,
but vrere concerned exclusively with land operations,
well knovm and need no further elaboration.

Considerable sections of the German political and military

The reasons for this are
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This larid-bound outlook ms mturally oomme ns urate mth an underestiriic^tion
of the precarious situation of a defence force committed to a coastal sector

and an overestima.tion of the difficulties facing  a landing hy an attaclcing force
v;fith superiority in the aiz’ and at sea.

An a-ttack along modern lines hy a service divided into three arms against
an enemy equipped for land warfare only .and inferioi' in the air and at sea is

in fact easier and offers greater prospects of success than an exclusively land-
bo-sedi atta.ck on positions.

At the outset the force atto-cking from the sea possesses the advantage of
surprise. It is not true that the landing in Sicily came as a complete
surprise, as General Eisenhov/er was informed by captured Italian generals
(see page lO). Hov/ever, the factors which wdll always constitute the element
of surprise are the actual landing place, the way in which it is developed and
the tactics initially adopted. Moreover, in Sicily it was not possible to
knov/ for some time w^hether the landing on 10 July would be follovred by others
elsewhere. In fact, all of the landings which I experienced - at Salerno,
in Corsica and at Anzio - came as a surprise even though it was knovm that
landing fleets were under v/ay and the same situation occurred again in Normandy
and at Inchon. The element of surprise can easily he ensured if the final

movements of the landing fleet are made at night or if they are screened by
feint manoeuvres or smoke. In this respect, the landing between Syracuse ard
Licata was just as much of s, surprise as the failure to malce further landings
in the western sector of the island or on the northern coast.

A more important factor however in cai'rying out an attack by sea is the
possibility of neutralising the lr.nd-based enemy by means of artillery fire.
In this case the attacking force’s superiority is derived from its naval

artillery, vdiich is invariably of a larger calibre than army artillery
organised temporarily for defence in a coastal sector and is, first and fore
most, more mobile than the latter. If caught in a surprise bombardment, it
can cover itself ?/ith a smoke-screen and vidthdraw, Naval artillery has thus
come to be greatly feared by the defender because, with the exception of his
large-calibre artillery, he cannot defend himself ags-inst it with appropriate
counter-fire. The immediately striking feature of such a landing operation
is the absence of the preliminary artillery duel which diaracterises an attack

on land. In the Sicilian landing the artillery ex’ the attacking force was to
all intents and purposes beyond the range of £iny counter-measures w/hatsoever on

the part of the defence.

lioT/ever, even the a.ttacking infantry is not exposed to counter-measures on

the scale assumed by the tactician concerned with purely land-hased operations
ardi unfamiliar writh a sea-borne attack of this type, for in all even moderately
Twell organised landings the defence has already been practically neutralised
by the naval artillery bombardment before landing parties go ashore at all.
The critical phase for the attacking infantry does not arise until a later stage
when it has advanced inland and its communications to the rear are not yet

operating smoothly. This is particularly applicable when it meets enemy
counter-tlxrusts or counter-attacks prepared in some strength.,
infantry attacked hy the Hermann Goering Division wb.s simply able to rc-erabark
or cease attacking in the narrow/ sector in which the counter-attack occurred.
The fact that the Allied comma.nd was able to put tanlcs ashore practically at
the same time as the infantry landed demonstrates how very successful the
landing was tactically. Even if these tanks did not make their presence felt
during the further course of the operatioris, it was for the same reason as the
inadequate contribution made by Gern^n armour on the part of the defence, that
is to say terrain completely unsuitable for the emplop-ment of armour.

In Sicily the

The employment of the xillied air forces in the Sicilian campaign met wd.th
good fortune in so far as the destruction of Gennan aircraft on the ground was
concerned, but was ill-fated in respect of airborne troops.
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This is understandable in as mudi as the destruction of .Axis air strength
on the ground came mthin the sphere of activity of the hou'ber, vihich had been
participating in operations for some time, while the employment of airborne
troops was a novelty which, by being combined with sea-borne la3xling forces as
well, presented exceptional problems. The airborne forces employed to capture
airfields in the south-eastern area of the island, whicli, according to American
sources, vrere of the strength of one division, were unable to accomplish their
task. They sustained considerable losses at the hands of the German A/A
artillery, which was still present in very great strength, but vvere nevertheless

able to delay the advance of the Herrjiann Goering Division. According to
General Marshall's report to the Secretary of State for Vfar, both these airborne
troops and those Tirhich were landed to form a reserve force two days after the
landing (82nd U.S. Division) were engaged by our troops and conseq lently
suffered appreciable losses. General Eiseniaower commented upon these losses,
Y/hich were all the more distressing in viev/ of the fact tlaat the Allies enjoyed
complete air superiority. The British paratroops also, who wrere dropped at the
Simeto estuary were easily there disposed of, as has alreadj^ been described
(see page 18).

Erom all these reverses it is evident that pai’tioipation in the landing by
airborne and. parachute forces must be regarded funde.raentally as a failure, as
was moreover the case ̂ Yith many such ventures tiiroughout the war, Tlius, it is
difficult to derive lessons for the future from these operations, as the haaards
following a landing Wirill continue to exist even if those in the air can be

eliminated or at least reduced by improved training.

Hcfvvever, it v/ould be fatal to take the lessons learned in anotb.cr fieldi of

air participation as a basis for the future. .^.-^s is well knowm, the essential
factor governing the selection of objectives in all of the landings carried out
by the Allies in Italy v/as that these objectives were wdthin range of land-based
fighters
choice of Salerno be explained
in any future w/ar and the fighters v/ill be based at sea., that is to say on the
aircraft-carriers actually covering the landing. Thus, the scope of possible
landing objectives vdll increase to such an extent that sui''prise a.ttackG Y.dll
have to be taken into account by every point on the coast organised for defence.

Only thus can the failure to land on the northern coast a.nd the
This limitation wdll doubtless cease to exist

Pina.lly, for the sake of completeness, mention must also be made of the
fact that although communications to the rear constitute the w/ealcness of a

force \Yhich has just landed, supply routes at sea can be withdrawn out of range
of enemy action more easily than those on land if the attacking force possesses
air and sea superiority. They can be moved at any time a.nd pulled ba.ck
regardless of air cover, which they ca,rry vdth them as a more or less integral
constituent.

A clear conception of this absolute superiority on the part of an enemy
force attacking from the sea cannot be formed unless it has actually been
witnessed. On 12 July I sliared this spectacle wdth General Eisenliower from a
position a few kilometres further east along the coast and can onl^?- confirm his
words to his Chief of Staff, which I novif quote: "I must say that the sight of
hundreds of vessels, wdth landing craft every\Yhere, operating along the sliore-
line from Licata on the oastv/ard, w/as unforgettable

The cliances of both sides in a landing operation organised on a large scale
have been considered initially from the point of view/ of the attacking force
in order that the situation of the defence might thereby be assessed more
specifically. The account of the sea-borne attacking/ force's strength Awas
primarily intended to inva.lidate any conclusion that the enemy landing could
not have been prevented simply because of treachery on the part of the Ita.lian
authorities or oAAAng to the notorious difficulties existing in the .Axis conmiand
or as a result of the disparity of Allied and German la.nci forces in themselves.

Rather is it aliYays the case that the defence's failure is due rather to the

tactical, material and stra.tegic superiority of  a sea-borne attack by an enemy

* • •
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possessing air and sea superiority. Added to this is the situation - hopeless
according to the classic precepts of the art of land warfare - of the defence

line itself. A coastline is always very extensive and for this reason raaJces

heavy demands on available forces. The defence line of an isla.nd or peninsula
is in fact so long and therefore so weak that it can he compared -with a ha.lloon,
which needs only to he pricked to riiake it collapse. The sojue situation a.pplied
whether in Sicily or on the Italian mainland, whether in Normandy or in Korea.

Admittedly, the weaJenesses in the defence already referred to were

additional factors in this particular case. Our Italian ally did not fight
and Tia.s not capable of fi^iting since the so-called coastal divisions possessed
no modern weapons v/hatsoever and the four mobile divisions proved to have that
inadequate aimiament which had only become evident on the entry of Italy into
the war, a factor w’-hich would inevitably have a demoralising effect on any cccrtiy.

fortification of the coast and

the batteries, inadequate nuiaBrical]y„were in no wny a mfl.tch for the mvs.l
artillery. At the saiTie time a controversy raged over all additional batteries
brought over to the island Indiependent German naval HQ's demnded that they
be set up far to the forefront regondless of the exposed nature of the position
in the event of an exchamge of fire ":ith na.val artillery, in order tliat the
enemy might consequently "be engaged o.t his -.-eakust moment, that is to say
during the ^actual landing aixl therefore while still at sea wherever possible".
As if any landing v;ould be possible at all in face of very 8.dvanced coastal ̂
batteries which had not been neutralised' For this reason the Army authorities
recommended that the artillery be set up ss concealed troops further to the rear
out of sight of the enemy naval forces. German 8,  8 cm A/A guns wrere available
on the island in considerable quantitjr and constituted one of the mainstays of
the defence It was, however, possible to withdravr them without notifying the
principal Army authority and it did in fact become neoessary to transfer a
number to take over the defence of the Straits of Messina,

There could, of course, be no question of defence in depth anywhere for
the coastal front, which really needed to be defended at all points "was more
than 800 km long. Even if no Italian "coastal divisions" whatsoever had been
present - these could in fact be wTitten off - the four divisions of the
Italian Army and the two Gorman divisions which were available could never have
been allowed to be v/iped out in advanced coastal positions.

The conflict therefore vdiich arose later in Prance between Rommel's theory,

v/hich inclined towards a rigid Goa.sta.1 defence, and tha.t supported by Rurid.stedt,
who wished to carry out defensive operations with povrerful mobile reserves, was

decided here in this prelude to that invasion in favour of the latter.

Fortunately, both Field Marshal Kesselring and General Guzzoni endorsed this
theory, while no differences of opinion v/hatsoever existed bekween the Chief of
Staff Italian Sixth Array and myself. Accordingly, the two Gern:an and four
Italian divisions Y/ere concentrated as mobile reserves in the vicinity of the

coast in tv/o large forces, the Western and Eastern groups,
considerations governing this action may be found throughout section 3 of this
report.

There oould be no question of continuous

Reference to the

Thus, Y/hile there was agreement on the formation of these

Field Marshal Kesselring's outlook Tifas as
that he T/as firmly of the opinion that the German divisions

orders in their pockets and knevY what they had to do"

the mobile defence vrould necessarily proceed more or less automatica.lly and
This persona.lly outsts.nding, consistently inspiring a,nd gallant

corimiander can only have formed an opinion such e.s this as a result of the over-

optimistic and therefore biassed assessment of current situations Y/hich v/'as
customary in the National Socialist leadership
Marshal Kesselring in an extremely dejected sts.te later on folloiring the failure
of attempts to push the enemy force YYhich had Itinded at Anzio back into the sea

reserves ,

noYY inincomiJi’ehensible then as it is
,  "had their r,iarching

and that consequently

successfully

I remember seeing Field
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At the time inand again vdien the Allied landing in Normandy was reported
question he frequently made oora^ients from which  I could not help ga.thering that
his assessment of the chances of an action aga.inst an eneiiij^ possessing air and
sea superiority in the event of a landing differed from my views as here
already stated, "being much less sceptical and therefore incorrect in ny oijinion.
General Guzaoni and myself had no douht that the defensive action would involve
a struggle to gain time and that, moreover, issuing a.ny kind of "
t(3 the mo'bile forces was pointless as coraiiiand would have to "be exercised in
accordance ’^d.th the vicissitudes of the action, which also included the actual

l8.nding operation. The instructions issued to me "by Field liarslial Keitel and
General "f/arlimont and those given to Cberst (General Staff) von Bonin by
General Jodi allowed no room for doubt tliat the opinion of these generals
regarding the chances of the operations on Sicily differed in no imy from my

it may be assumed that
he occasionally fell a prey to Field Marshal Kesselring's optimism a.nd then
revised the assessment whicli he had already arrived at on the basis of more

is well Imown, he invariably regarded people sjad

marching orders

In view of the state of mind of Hitler himself,own.

objective irifluences.
views of an intuitively-inclined nature more highly than those of a.n objective
and rational character.

It must, how'ever, be admitted that Field Marshal ivesselring s views were

shared by the majority of German T/ar-time commanders, who hch apparently failed
to grasp that warfare had evolved from activities on land, only to the decisive
combination of operatioiis on land, at sea and in the air and therefore to v/ar-
fare conducted on an inter-service basis. The lovrer ranl-cs imro psychologically
influenced by an aversion to the sea and. the thought of having to make their
v/ay throu^i enemy fire upon leaving boats or even while still aboard - a
thoroughly understandable state of mind in the case of inland races. If only
the conception of inter-service co-ordination had come into its oyvtl there could
have been no doubt about the outcome of o.n action in Vviiich one side had to all

intents and purposes only one arm of the service at its coviimand, vhile the
other disposed of all three arras in adequate proportions.

Experiences in the Coalition Mar and Delaying liction
during the Decisive Phase frora 10 - 17 July, 19^3

8.

In view of the fact that all future wars will be on a coalition basis, the

lessons learned by the Axis povrers in this field may be of some importance.

In nearly all of the accounts of the carapaign in Sicily which vrere

dispatched to me a conspicuous feature is the contempt, distrust, disillusion
ment and hatred felt yrith regard to our Italian ally. These feelings a/ere
not unfounded. In Sicily the Italian armed forces hardly fought at all, but
on the other hard they did not commit any act of betrayal. The Germauis did
not understand the mentality of the Italians and were cut off from thera by the
iron curtain of language in that neither sid-e could, understand the other's
tongue, whereas every German vho had received a higher education foundi little

As a result of my knowledge ofdifficulty in conversing with any Frenchnan,
the language, I vib.s able to delve into our ally's mentality to more than an
average degree. Moreover, tvro years diplomatic service as a delegate to the
Pranco-Italian araistice commission had given me an insight into Italian
military policy and the mental processes of the Italian General Staff, and it
was in this commission shortly after the a.rmistice that its best miixls were
to be found. This was one of the reasons for my appointment as liaison

officer and subsequently Chief of the Liaison Staff in this situation vrith its
equally delicate military and political aspects.

The Italian mentality cannot be understood unless two facts are borne in
mind. The leading personalities, that is to say those in Badoglio's circle,
had not been willing to enter the v/ar at all, for they vfere aware tloat the
Italian armament policy had been seriously neglected under the Fascist, or
for that matter socialist-inspired, leadership. ¥ith sucli ins-dequate
equipment and the consequent intensification of the Italian soldier's
psychological deficiencies, they could well surmise how the role of their
armed forces vrauld compare with that ployed by the Wehrmaoht,
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They could also guess wl'iat a loss in inciependence in the sphere of foreign
policy vrould inevitahly result from such disproportionate contributions.

Even if the other outlook, by nature more optimistic and idealogically
closer to the German vieT\fpoint, had in fact prevailed viien it tos decided to

enter the Tra.r, it undersirent a profound change during the course of the var.
An awareness of the hopelessness of the situation vra.s ¥ri.despread among all
sections of the population and constant instances of loss of prestige played
their part in undermining the nation's self-reliance, i^ile the various

humiliations inflicted by its German ally intensified the trend towards war-
wea.riness.

First and foremost, however, the mentality of the -InT-o nations v/'as

fundamentally different in that the Italian is essentially more critical and

therefore mere mature politicsdly than the German,
in number all the time, the Italian had little belief in the notion that he
might still vfin the war if he carried on \¥ith faith and optimism,
intellectual Y\ras already aware that the Vifar y®,s lost Y/hen the offensive in
Russia came to a standstill.

h exceptions diminish1- 4-

The Ital

The fact that this conviction Y/ould inevitably

ing

ian

lead to defeatism if it influenced the man in the street, as was indeed the

case, requires no special justification.

This state of mind could be apprecioded oxiLy by  a German lidio Yms capable
of conversing with Italians and understanding it to some extent,
the Germans saY/ onlj^ Y/eariness, apathy towards the mr effort and passivity and
regarded the sura total as symptomatic of treachery,
conclusion,

for betra.yal.

Mussolini's doYmfall and the calling-in of Badoglio, yyIio had ahAa-ys been
against the Y/ar for the reasons already mentioned.

The rest of

This Tia.3 an incorrect

At that time even Army comjmnders had little opportunity or time

The betrayal, if sudi a term must be used at all, began mth

Even Italy's outright deijiand that, in contrast to the situation in Africa,
she should tadoe over supreme command herself in defending her oYrti soil cannot

be interpreted as an unqualified indication of intended betrayal,
there were even Fascist elements which also pressed for a "more energetic
direction of the Yxar", opposed the surrender of Italian territory up to the
Gothic Line, but nevertheless supported the continuation of the Yra.r on the side

If it load still been intended in any Y,ra.y to prevent an
no other course to be taken but to malce a

For this hoYvever a command

Moreover,

of their German ally.
Italian defection then there Yvas

popular cause out of the defence of Italisai soil

organisation Y/ould liave been needed of the type which avoided bringing about any
hujmilif.tion of the Italian Army corimard or creating the impression that it was
solely a German Yxar.

Hitler himself, Yvho had ordered, or rather conceded, this command

organisation, had probably been enterto.inixig a scheme by xiiiich the Italian
command could be more or less ruthlessly ousted, for prior to the discussion of
22 June, 1943 He Had had a report passed to me for study by a German general Yirho
had also acted as a liaison officer in Africa after Rormmel's recall and yAlo

described in a boastful manner hoY.' he had ignored and slighted the Italian
Gominand.

theatre the Italians had long since become accustomed a.s the result of Rommel's
status to the fact that the had become a German monopoly, whereas this Y/as

noxY the very state of affairs v/hidii they -iYished to terminate.

In Africa hoxYever, the situation had been different. In tlxat

Even Y/hen Mussolini fell from power and the seeds of the "betrayal" Y/ere
sown in Rome, the Italian authorities in Italy itself, or at any rate those in
HQ Sixth ibrray, continued to XYork loyally Yidth the Germans because they had been
ordered to do so - perhaps for the purpose of covering this betraval up. There
is as yet no reason for assuming tho.t the C-in-G Sixth Army himself ha.d any
knowled.ge of the intrigues to secure a separate peace,
up for General Guszoni's loya.lty to the Axis in Sicily xyith a. clear conscience

at a later stage v/hen the RepubliGan-Fa.scist puppet government set up by the
Germans sought to execute him as a traitor.

At all events I spoke
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The extent to which even important militsr’y commanders failed to foresee

In th*i3rpsm»iptiones s \the consequences of an Italian collapse was astonishing, ^
they could not conceive that the two allies were comparable to men climbing a
precipice and that if one fell he v/ould drag so heavily on the rope that the

Disposal of the Italian ballast seemedother vrould no longer be able to go on.
to be the aim of many of the militarists v/ho iiad anything of importance to say
in this matter.

Exactly one month after leaving Sicily I v/as faced with the same situation,
but with much more unfavourable portents, in Corsica, where the split nowr took
place in earnest and the ally of yesteiday became the eneny of todty. Heay
fighting vras necessary to retake the port of Eastia from the Italians, who vrere
assisted by Eree French troops, French inaquis and bloclcading Allied warships and
aircraft,

situation similar to tliat ■'Miich had arisen in Sicily,
moreover, the signal for Mussolini's downfall,
turned on one another at the same time the consequences would Imve been
incalcuable.

In so far as it ms still possible, it was essential to pi'cvent a
The loss of Sicily was,

If the fighting formations ha.d.

In iny avoi estimation yet another' fs.ctor certainly had its place in this
Like the majority of my Italian andgeneral political and military concept,

German friends I had realised that the war had long since been lost according
to the precepts of modern warfare. The maintenance of close relations mth

Italian ally, which had come about by order of OHY, kept alive the hope
that circumstances permitting Hitler's regime would also be dnagged dovm by
Mussolini's fall from power - possibly by means of assassination - and that the
German people wrould thus be spared its final agony, for it could not be
expected to rise to a politically mature outlook of its own accord. In
contrast to our Italian ally it lacked not only the political instinct v/hioh
reveals that a war is approaching its conclusion because it has become pointless,
but also any kind of national sovereignity such as v/as still represented by the
Italian monarchy. Regarded historically and not from the standpoint of a
resentful ally, Victor Emanuel performed a service to his people by his timely
termination of hostilities in the Second World War which was at least comparable
to that rendered by his determination to continue resistance after Gaporetto in
the First Yiforld War. The fact that he could rjever have taken this step openZy
Yvith the agreement of his National Socialist ally was in the very nature of
National Socialist relations wri.th other pov/ers.

our

However, even if one v/ished to set aside all of these political aspects,
vdiiclT., as is well knoYm should never be the case with strategic considerations,
the closest possible co-operation Yvith the Italian foi-ces still available vraa
recommended also for purely military reasons.

Althou^ I was entirely responsible to my High Comiiiand foi’ the conduct of
operations in Sicily, I was not in a position to direct even tvro divisions for,
aj)art from Uto wireless stations lent by a division, I h8.d no communications at
my disposal.
Italian forces then it would certainly have been possible to solve this problem

However, both divisions vrere under the corrjjTieLnd of the controlling

If the tvro divisions had been located in an area clear of

.also.

Italian Corps HQs in the sectors concerned and received their orders from them,
15th Parser Grenadier Division being subordinate to XII Corps and the Herraann
Goering Division to XVI CoriJS,
had proved to be contradictory an impossible situa.tion vrould have arisen
immediately,
least similar content to the German divisions by two routes, one being through
my own limited diannels and the other by means of the Italian network, for HQ
Sixth Array's orders had been discussed with me in detail.

5ilf the orders issued from the two sources

I was therefore in a position to issue orders of identical or at

All other accounts are incorrect, including that implying that the two
divisions were uiider direct comijiand of HQ Sixth Army.

'Note:
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This close co-operation referred to was rendered all the more workable

because the Italian G-in-G was absolutely competent as far as the forming of
strategic and tactical assessments of the situs.tion and staff duties were
concerned. General Guazoni vm.B not what is csdled a. strong personality but in

view of the situation at that time and the political circumstances this

deficiency often proved to be an advantage rather than a disadvantage in tliat he
was always prepared to negotiate and make concessions.

Glose co-operation mth the Italian authorities was also necessary because
the Italian garrison of the island, which still constituted a very important
factor numerically, had somehoTf to be induced to comply with the sense rather

than the letter of the agreed operations. This was the only means of ensuring
that the roads remained clear for important movements, that disastrous clashes
did not occur and that the flow of both German and Italian formations across

the Straits of Messina v/ould be at all possible.

First and foremost, hovfever, any account which denies that Italian forces
When the decisiontook any part in the operations whatsoever is misleading,

to evacuate was finally taken and the questioxi arose as to whether Gerrnan

formation commanders vxished to retain any Italian troops instead of sending
them off to the mainland, a considera.ble force was rallied wdth artillery units
in preponderance.

This type of command was justified by the course of operations, for it was
eventually necessary to v/ithstand the pressure of two Allied armies ivith tvro

German divisions for combat purposes and at least four Italian divisions, vfhich
also had to be led, until it was possible to carry out an organised withdrawl
into a defensible position on the north-eastern tip of the island,

end it was necessary for the four Italian divisions - the "Napoli" and "Livorno
Divisions ■'vLth the Eastern Group and the "Assietta" and "Aosta" Divisions mth
the Western Group - to be manoeuvred and placed bet?xeen the German combat
divisions in such a my that they simulated an unbroken front, especially where
enemy air reconnaissance vxas concerned.

To ttiis

As the accounts of both Field Marshal Alexander and Field Marshal Montgomexy
describe the course of operations as being completely in accordance mth the
original planning, reference may be made to a history of the Second Y/orld War
which appeared while hostilities were still in progress and -was produced by the
Military Intelligence Division of the Wan Department (infanti^x Journal for
February 1945) in viiich the plan of campaign is described as follows;

"The final plan of attack made provision for the Americans to land on the
south coast, mop up the western half of the island and then sviring eastwards
along the north coast, vihere the British were to link up with them after landing
on the south coast a.nd advancing northwards along the east coast,
forces Y/ere then to trap the enemy in the north-eastern corner of the island
and frustrate any attempt to escape across the Straits of Messina to the main
land by cutting him off."

The justification for the way in virhich operations were conducted by the
Italian Sixth Army may be found by comparing this plan of campaign Y/ith Yxhat
actually happened. The fact that the final evacuation from the Etna position
was a masterpiece of management and. Y/as carried out perfectly from a technical
standpoint is indisputably to the credit of the G.O.G. XIV Panzerkorps,
General Hube, On the other hand, hovrever, it Yxas in the initial phase from
10 - 17 Julj'' that the above-mentioned Allied plan Y/as frustrated.

If there is any fault at all to be found mth General Guzzoni's leadership
then it is Y/ith the decision to transfer 15th Panzer Grenadier Division to the
west. As has been described in detail in section  3 of this report, this
decision Y/as forced on General Guzzoni - and thus on me as well - by
Field Marshal Kesselring, However, as the subsequent course of events
demonstrated, it Y/as in fact by no means a serious error.

The Allied
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A combined attack on the enemy forces ̂ 'iiich had landed, by both German
divisions in the direction of Gela for example, v/as not po

inadequa.te German strength,
certainly have resulted in the enemy being pushed back on a fairly broad front,
as the Hermann Goering Division with its slow and 8.T/kward leadership succeeded
in doing. At the same time, however, it would also have led to lf;th Parser
Grenadier Division being committed to a quite definite course of action and
although it could perhaps have extrica.ted itself more easily tli8.n the
Hermann Goering Division this vrould doubtless still have been a difficult
enough task.

In the event it v/as possible to correct this erroneous transfer into the
Salemi area so promptly that the division was a,ble to fulfil its proper task,
which consisted solely in preventing the above-mentioned movement by Patton s
army aimed at outflanlcing the Etjna position until there Yira.s no longer any
question of springing the intended trap in which the German forces were to meet
their fate in the north-eastern tip of the island,

Instead, the outcome was frontal pressure by Montgomery's army in a general
northerly direction in conjunction with moppii:ig-up operations in the western^
area of the island by Patton's army and finally the establishment of a cohesive
German front -vdiich could only be forced out of this north-eastern tip very

The fact that the basis for the conduct of operations at a later stage

was established during the period from 10 - 17 July is also evident from a
report by Oberst (General Staff) von Bonin, who is in other respects extremely
critical of Italian Sixth Array's leadership, of ■';vhich he had no actual
experience.

ible owing to
A purely mass-effect atte.ck of this nature would

ss

slowly.

He writes as follov/s:

"A cohesive defence had been successfully established yd-th 15th Parser
Grenadier Division and the Hermann Goering Division between the Erma area, and
the coast south of Catania .. .

Grenadier Division, vAiich vra.s just crossing the Straits of Messina, could be
moved up in time into the general area of S, Stefano to fill the gap betT/een
the completely unprotected v/estern flank of 15th Panzer Grena.dier ^Division and
the north coast of the island. Contrary to our expectations, this movement
was carried out successfully and without incurring counter-measures during the
next fev/ days. ..

The main issue was rAiether 29th Panzer■- e •

c •

The Sicilian Campaign from the Stand-point of
Mediterranean Sirate,cy

9.

A review of the Sicilian campaign would not be complete unless I added ny
views on the relevant controversies, especially as both the lengthy campaign in
Italy and the protracted German resistance were debatable issues on both sides.
Both the Allies and the Germans asked themselves "To what purpose?", for it
was impossible here to bring about a decision.

Apart from any evaluation of tlie theatre of operations as such, the tactics
to be adopted Yrere also the subject of much discussion on the German side both
before and, as is now evident, after the actual events. This issue in
particular is raised in Oberst von Bonin' s report on the Sicilian campaign and
in Field Marshal Kesselring's reply to these criticisms.

It seems to me to be all the more necessaiy to express an opinion on this
subject since I myself supported the point of view, which I liave also sought to
justify in this revieav, that no more than a delaying action wa.s possible on
Sicily from the outset, wrhereas from October of the same year I offered
resistance for six months at Cassino as G.O.C, XIV Panzerkorps with a
determination which was hardly equalled on any other sector during the war.

The paradox is no more than superficial for in the first place it
be obvious tliat Sicily was the most unfavourable minor theatre of operations
for a tenacious stand,
invasion force on the celebrated factor of fighter cover range had not existed,

should

If the actuo.l or supposed dependence of the enemy
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the Allies could also have disposed of the forces holding Sicily by landing in
Calabria, commencing their advance from this point and leaving the latter to
their fate. However, even if it were held that Sicily must be taken first
before there vm.s any question of further landings on the mainland, the exTJOsed
island v/as the most unfavourable place for a prolonged defence in viev/ of the
possibility of being outflanked from all sides.

The situation was entirely different vdien deciding whether Italy should
be defended on the shortest line drawn across the "boot" or on the vciy much
longer Gothic Line. Once the enemy's tactics had been identified and there

was no longer any need to fear deep outflanking landings on the sarae scale

there was much to be said for Eesselring's theory of choosing the shortest
defence line. By this means he dispersed the air attacks on his supply routes,
enabled operations to be cond.ucted in depth, vdiicli is of such importance for a
prolonged defence, and gained time. Eirst and foremost, hov/ever, he also did
what is always necessary when on the defensive abcording to the lessons of this war-
and I support his viev/s in this respect - in that ho offered resistance v/here-
ever the opportunity to do so arose and not on a line selected as a result of

considering engineering and terrain aspects, as v/as the purpose of Rommel's
theory. Any limitation of defence to a specifically chosen line is still

essentially representative of Maginot Line tactics.

However, the primary objection to Rommel's tactics of falling back to the
Gothic Line Tiras their complete failure to take the political implications into
consideration. This decision was typical of those made in previous times and
particularly in the Second World ¥ajr by those Germans in authority who thought
solely on military lines, since the abandonment of Italy south of the Apennines
could not fail to drive our ally to defection. Admittedly, the defending of the
Apennines meant the relinquishing of areas of the peninsula which were not
capable of providing themselves with food ard. retention of the economically
productive Po valley, but at the same time it entailed the abandonment of our

ally, his capital city and his contribution to the conduct of the v/ar,
choice of Rommel's plan to give up Italian territory below the Gothic Line,
vdiich had been forced on Mussolini, accelerated the latter's fall from power
and thus struck a decisive blovf at Axis war polic7.

In this case the practice v/hich I attempted to illustrate as a disastrous

degeneration of war poliqy in the preceding chapter was carried on vdaolesale,
that is to say strategy -vvas formulated without considering the political
abpects 'which are as much the basis of any strategic problem in the coalition
T/ar of today as they were in the time of Clauseyfitz, Y/ho strove in vain to
instil tiiis principle into his countrymen.

Pour months later an entirely different situation existed. The damage
which had been brought about by the initial choice of the Gothic Line had
become irrevocable. This must surely have become evident to Hitler Y/hen it
wblS too late and he thereupon expressed a preference for Kesselring's plan
which, T/ith its stand-fast tactics, T.as more acceptable to him in any case.
Rommel's fortunes v/ere on the wane. Formerly an enthusiastic supporter of
Hitler, he suddenly showed signs of depression after his catastrophic defeat
in Africa and consequently became suspect, for success and indeed fame yrere
the elixir of life to this spirited leader who, yath absolute simplicity and
unpretentiousness, had handled in masterly fashion also the propaganda weapon.
Persons of this kind seldom stay the same. The development of a position far
to the rear, which he iys.s obliged to advocate, was hardly a task to suit his
egotism. Thus, Kesselring's position began to improve. Hitler no^y sought
to make good the political blunder which he had committed in bringing about the
downfall of his fellow dictator by deciding in favour of Kesselring's plan.
He corrected his error bj^ setting up Mussolini's puppet government and
retaining his hold of half of the Italian peninsula, at the sarae time securing
a prestige victory of which the Gorman people were in dire need in view of the
unbroken series of defeats on the Eastern Front. He even made a virtue out of

necessity in that he yvas no longer able to make any appreciable reduction in

OK//' s
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the excessive number of German divisions in Ito.ly as their treaisport was exposed
to the threat of air attack to sudi an extent in other theatres that it was no

longer worthvdiile. Moreover, by these tactics enemy air bases in at lea.st one

theatre were kept far a?/ay from armaments-producing centres in Germany Y/hich
were gradually being destroyed.

The political aspect of the strategy pursued in the Mediterranean is at

the same time like the Yu?iting on the v/all for the leadership of the Y/estern
world of today.

By allcar/ing its ally to fall by the w/ayside the German command sealed its
own fate, a state of affairs wdiich the establishment of the Fascist-Republican
puppet state could do nothing to alter. Just as they had found their Retain

government to be composed of upright and patriotic collaborators after the

defeat of‘'Prance, so also in Italy on the very eve of their defeat the Germans
were able to find a compliant state and a population v/hich bowed to the yoke of
the occupying power. The compliant nature of the Badoglio government south of
the Cassino line v/as yet another illustration of tliis principle of war by v/hidi
a population lacking in self-detennination hoped to improve its lot by ceasing
resistance, although ixi this particular case it must be admitted that political
discernment must also have contributed to bringing about the re-alignment with
the winning side.

If the leadership of the Western Y/orld fails to make provision for the
inclusion of the West German Republic by means of  a line of defence extending
along the Iron Curtain itself, that is to say if it ignores the political
aspects of the strategic problem and decides upon  a defence system further wrest
along lines wrhich appear to be more favourable from a military standpoint, then
by virtue of an irrevocable principle of war it will drive the abandoned,
population into the arms of the Eastern aggressor. Pear of this enemy will
serve only to accelerate the wiiole process still fui'ther. This principle
could not be altered in any xray even when the Italian people were partitioned
betv/een the occupying powers.

In the case of Germany, hoYrever, any abandonment to the Eastern aggressor
on the part of the Yfest would serve to bring about an apparent re-union rather
tlian a division and Ywould thus give the greatest possible encouragement to all
of those nationalistic groups to w/hom in any event the Y/estern conception of
personal liberty is comparatively alien.

YYhen Field Marshal Kesselring gave me the task of defending Corsica YYith
the additional possibility of amalgamating the forces be.sed there Ywith those

in Sardinia he too iwas ’.wondering whether the Allies' next move from Sicily
vrould be in the direction of the mainland or Sardinia, On these two islands in

the Tyrrhenian sea were based one and a half German and several Italian
divisions, all of which could have been cut off from the mainland very easily
since, in contrast to the Straits of Messina, the distance involved xms almost
as great as that from Tunis to Sicily. In this case, hovrever, the enemy
contented himself with blockading the port of Bastia, arming the French maquis,
landing several Free French Giraud battalions and making air attacks on air
fields and ports of embarkation. In spite of this blockade and the desertion
of the four Italian divisions on Corsica to the enemy, the recapture of Bastia
and the evacuation of the force comprising nearly pOjOOO men and practically all
of the war material on the two islands YYere successfully accomplished. In this
instance capture Y/ould have been much easier than in the case of Sicily a.nd the
enemy vrould liave had another base for the next move, possibly in the Leghorn
area, where he could have pitched his landing battle 600 km further north than

Salerno. By establishing a dangerous bridgehead in this 3.rea he could liave
unliinged the German defence system far in the rear and, if the opera.tion
proceeded successfull3'’, cut the Germa.ns' lines of retreat and prevented them
occupying the Gothic Line. An attempt such as this to Y?age v/ar against the
repeatedly defeated Axis forces in the form of an encircling pursuit would not
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In thehave been too reckless on the part of an extremely superior enemy,
light of data now available on the potentialities of the sea-borne e.ssault and
the standards achieved todajr in the technique of basing fighter formations on

,  this decision frould no doubt have been regarded as more correct.carriers

Instead, the Allies based their tactics on the theoretically correct and
strategically-founded concept of a simultaneous military o.nd political action
in the form of the landing at Salerno and the separate armistice, Tfhich brouglit
them the collaboration of the Badoglio government and the surrender ox the
Italian fleet. ?/hat they failed to a.chieve in so doing developed into a fresh
success for Kessolring's tactics. By means of a mixtui'e of political shreivd-

,  threats and t2X>op movements he was able from inside to prevent the fall of
He forced the enemy to

ness

Rome and thus to strengthen his position in Italy,
conduct a further tv/enty months of prolonged, arduous viarfare which v;as

its entire breadthcharacterised by the clearing of the Italian "boot
in tvro T/inter campaigns and a victory which did not beckon until every other
German front v/as collapsing.

across

General Mark Clark, my adversary?- on tho Gassino front, malces the follov/ing
"¥e took acomment on the Italian campaign in his book "Calculated Risk":

chance on Churchill's persuasive eloquence, his conviction that we should slit
the soft underbelly of the Mediterranean.
The theory was Y/idely held that the German armies could not fight effectivel^'’
in Italy,
the enemy’s supply lines tlu'ough the Alpine passes and down the long mountainous
spinal colunm of Italy and that, being unable to maintain himself logistically,
he YYould soon firjd it unprofitable to give battle,
thinking
campaign and was too costly in terms of time, men and mat
the results achqived.

It turned out to be not so soft.

It was believed tliat our superior air forces could quickly destroy

This T.7as AYishful

Mark Clark comes to the conclusion that it was an arduous
ial in relation to

• • (r .

.OV*

If the course taken by the Italian campaign gave the Allies so little
satisfaction, it must be observed tliat in this respect it differed little
fundamentally from the other offensives to crush Hitler's Germany,
the epoch of successful German attacks in Russia really reach its turning-
point during the wanter of 19A1/42? If this point ceamot be conceded in view
of the further successful attacks in 1942, then it cannot be disputed that
Stalingrad Tias the really decisive defeat in the Es.st, t]is.t the initiative
consequently passed to the enemy and that, in spite of this, it took another
2y years to bring about the ultimate conclusion of the T/ar, the outcome of
lihich had long since been decided. The same principle applies to the Allied
offensive in Prance in 1944. Even though it resulted in Germany being entered
Ymthin a year, it should in all justice not be forgotten that mth few

exceptions the German command was no longer able to keep any first-class
divisions in the Prench theatre - or perhaps did not vrish to do so for political
reasons and at any event not at the expense of the Eastern Front,

divisions based on the Atlantic Wall were by no means capable of being first-
class for the veiy reason that they Y'lere subject to the principle that static,
inactive formations must inevitably lose any combat potential v/hich they might
originally have possessed,
v/inter campaign was also neccssarj^ in this theatre follovri.ng; the decisive defeat
in Normandy'.

The defeat of Hitler's Germa.ny entailed prolonged and arduous fighting in
all theatres of operations. Admittedly, Germany lacked a goverrmient under
political control which, lilce the Italian government, could have mustered the
moral strength actually to tenmina.te at this stage a Yio.r whidi any clear®
minded politician Y/ould long since have recognised as lost. This political
failure cpumot be justified even by citing the Allied demand for unconditional
surrender,

"Note; Groups of officers from these formations sent to the Italian front by
OK\Y to obtain experience of fighting formations could not fail to

gather this negative impression.

Did not

The coastal

a

Although it borders on the inconceivable, another
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However, even if these anomalies inlierent in the Hitler regime are taken
into account, one cannot fail to recognise the historical fact nhich emerged from
hoth T/orld mrs, namely that the time when a Y/ar Y/as rapidly decided hy a single
strategically-planned hattle is past. If the defeat of even Hitler's Germany
entailed such arduous fighting, then it is all the- more obvious ttiat anj^ attempt
to conquer the Soviet Union by advancing into the interior of the Eurasian

continent is hopeless. This has been proved not only by the failure of the
German offensives at Mosgoyv, Leningrad, in the Caucasus and at Stalingrad,
but also by the reverse YYhioh American troops suffered in attempting to reach
and hold the North Korean-Manchurian frontier. As soon as the radius of

operations becomes too great the turning-point Yvill be reached and this moment

cannot be altered hoYYever many the successes and hoY/cver great the battles of
encirclement during the preceding offensive phase. The bringing together of
gigantic modern armies - also, or perliaps especially, of motorised armies - vri.ll
always necessitate the setting up of lines ofdefence and close contact be'fcAYoen
formations.

that it Yra.s onlyThe view held in mainy cases by the German General Staf"'""

because of the stupid, obstinate and amateurish t3q)e of leadership exercised by
Hitler that the offensive launched by the German army v/as not a decisive one,- a
view which also included the theoi'y that the war, v/hich had been lost as

far as sheer strength was concerned, could still Imve been v,?on by vri-thciravcals
and regaining freedom of movement - lies v/ithin the province of failure to
perceive the true nature of modern wars and over-estimation of one’s own
capabilities and consequently also comes within the dangerous sphere of creating
a legend-. This legend may become all the more dangerous if it is conducive to
incorrect conclusions being dravm v/ith regard to warding off an attack from
the East v/ith inferior forces.

The lesson vhich the course of the Second World \iax and subsequent events

have handed on, however, is the I'ealisation of the importance of modern
combined-services attacks on enemy coastlines and the possibility of holding
positions gained on these coastlines under cover of air and sea superiority,
for this is the factor lYhich makes it possible for Yifestern forces to remain on
the Pacific coast of the Eurasian continent and ‘ivkich is also probably deterring
the enemy in the East from taking over the European part of it wliicli is so far
unoccupied.

Viewed from this aspect the Mediterranean theatre retains its great
strategic importance, for it is the only base from viiich in the event of v/ar a
na.val air offensive could be brought home to the heart of the Soviet land mass.
On the importance of the Middle East nothing said at this juncture can bo
considered as Y/asted. The object of my putting this opinion in v/riting is to
give a Yearning based on four years spent there as an observer during the ■'.-mir
against any underestimation of this theatre.

the AlliedAs has been demonstrated by the examples of Dunkirk, Sicily,
offensive in Italy and many other disappointments, land battles cannot be won
by air power. If however, the ei-a of decisive battles on land is now over and
a matter of history, then so much the more vriLll a.ir and sea power constitute

In this respectthe major part of the potential brotight to bea.r in the future,
the role viiich Allied air attacks played in defeating Germa.ny has probably been
underestimated by Puller and many others,
against cities had no direct effect on tlie
on centres of armaments production caused less damage on the whole tha.n ivas
generally supposed, the tremend.ous effect of paralysing the railwaj^ netiYork b^^
the methodical elimination of locomotives and the destruction of bridges and

Even if the bombing offensive
course of operations and the atta-cks

tracks can never be ignored.

Control of the Mediterranean and rmiighbouring countries vrould enable the
Western military command to move its air bases so close to the Eussda.n
armaments-producing area that as a result 'war production could probably be
disrupted in a similar manner to that Yiiich occurred during the v/ar against
Germany from August 1941 oruvards The possibilities of destroying the sparse
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Russian railway network and especially the Trans-Siberian line which handles all
movements across this gigantic land mass, would seem to he beyond measure.

Thus, the Mediterranean would retain its importance as a suitable theatre
for "thrusts into the soft miderbelly", although in a different sense to that
which applied in the hvo ’Torld Mars.

An effective encirclement of the Soviet land mass caai be implemented onljr
by retaining the bridgeheads on the Pacific coast and consolidating the
positions in the Middle East, to Y/hich the Mediterivmean offers safe access.

Sgd. P, V Genger u. Etterlin
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